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24TheIMA1001SalaryCuide

BY KARL E. REICHARDT, C M A , AND DAVID L. SCHROEDER

Salaries increased 6% overall last year, with women members gaining bigger salary increases, percentage wise, than
men. Results show that women still lag behind men in compensation — possibly because of a number of factors—
but the gender gap decreased for the first time in our comprehensive surveys of member compensation. o

38 Career-BuildingStrategies

By MARK M O R G A N

Every job seeker comes equipped with three common assets: education, experience, and interpersonal skills. Even
more important, however, is a fourth asset: the constant pursuit of personal growth. In this recovering economy,
every individual in the job market should have a personal development plan and, if possible, a mentor. O

44DeliveringPersonalFinancialServicesElectronically BY

STEVEN GORDON AND PAUL MULLIGAN

Ready for the new world of Integrated Personal Financial Services (IPFS)? You can pay bills, transfer funds
between accounts, withdraw cash, switch funds in investment accounts, reallocate 401(k) plan funds, and manage
your insurance programs —all through one Internet site. It's coming— either through the Unified, Allied, or Portal
IPFS —and your company had better get ready for it. o
Articles meet CPE requirements for: O NASBA and IMA /CMA /CFM
To earn CPE by reading Strategic Finance, complete the quiz on pp. 65-66 and return it as directed
Authorization to photocopy Strategic Finance. Items for internal or personal use, or the internal or personal use of specific clients, is granted by the IMA to libraries and other
users registered with the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of $3.00 per copy, plus 304 per page, Is paid directly
to CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923. (www.cornrig t.com) ISSN 1524 -833X, $3.00 + 304.
For reprint Information contact: PARS International Corp. Phone: (212) 221 -9595 Fax: (212) 221 -9195 E -mail: SFlMAreorints6oarsInLl.cam
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Letter f rom the President

IMA: Doers and Delegators I

Perspectives

by Bob Bell, CMA, CPA

Are y ou a Doer or a Delegator? Our soci ety h as co me to view Doer s as
those w ho get bogge d down in the detai ls of life. M BA sch ools s pend a
gre at de al of t ime t eac hi ng th e art o f d el ega ti on, s o it's the D ele ga tor s we
thi nk o f as t he w inn er s in b us in es s.
Many IMA members are Doers rather than Delegators.
each other so we can work together better and more efA great number of them work in medium -sized businessfectively in our jobs and in IMA. We must accept who
es where there's little room for delegation. Therefore, by
we are before we can learn from each other. Who we are
definition, many members are personally responsible for
defines the positions we take and the ideas we embrace.
the results of their spheres of influence. Before we make
We need to realize that within any organization almost
any value judgments, let's look at the Doers of life.
any activity can be improved. As we seek to improve our
If you are rushed to the emergency room with chest
jobs and IMA, we must be happy with who we are and
pains, do you want to see an administrator or
where we are and always seek positive
a specialist.who is really a Doer? I'm sure you
change.
feel the same about airplane captains. We all
As we Doers and Delegators begin to unneed a pilot who's trained to handle emerderstand and appreciate each other, let's celegencies and fly us safely to our destination.
brate our successes without casting dispersion
We want our tax advisors to be correct and to
on each other. Let's realize Doers add great
have a personal relationship with us. The
value to the world and Delegators are necessame is true with music, construction, softsary as we move to a larger scale.
ware creation, art, and many events in our
Think of IMA as a stairway where we can
life that we take for granted. It's an honor to
start as a Doer and climb to the Delegator
be a Doer because they really do make the
level. Along the way, we can enjoy the activiBOB
BELL
world different.
ties because there are plenty of contributions
Yet there's a built -in conflict between Doers and Delegafor both groups to make. And both personalities are crititors. Doers perceive Delegators as personalities who look
cal to a successful organization.
only at the big picture and don't understand what's involved
As we move into another year, I challenge all of us to
with the various processes. Delegators see Doers as so inspend some time trying to understand all viewpoints
volved with day -to -day activities that they overlook obvious
within our organization. With understanding will come
solutions because they are too deep into the details. Actualan appreciation of each other's contributions.
ly, both Doers and Delegators are partially correct.
If you are a Doer, invite a Delegator to your next meetDelegators can't survive without Doers because nothing
ing. If you are a Delegator, invite a Doer to join. Our uniwould get done, but an army of Doers is ineffective without
fied efforts will create great dividends for future IMA
a Delegator to communicate and organize a clear mission.
members and the future of IMA. ■
Why am I bringing this up? To help us understand
You can contact Bob atbzob @giffinshine.com.
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Strategic Management

Mark L. Frigo, Editor

Strategic Competencies of Return
Driven Strategy I By Ma rk L . Frigo
When crafting business s trategy, companies must choose among the various
strategic competencies on which to st ake their claim. Should a company be
the lowest -cost operator? Should it be the product - leading innovator? Much
has been said a bout companies choosing only one strategic competency and
excelling in that while maintaining a basic "hygiene" level of expertise in
the other competencies. Research in Return Driven Strategy tells a slightly different story.
Successful companies leverage and excel in the right
combination of strategic competencies that the goal tenets
demand. It's possible, given the right set
of genuine assets, for a company to excel
in all three strategic competency tenets.
While incredibly difficult to do, this is
the right strategy if the goal tenets demand it. If crafted appropriately, it leads
to formidable strategy with extensive
wealth creation.
If customers are demanding operational excellence and efficiency today,
then the low -cost model is superior. If
chosen target segments have needs that
demand serious innovation, then the
company must consider if it can adjust
into that competency, which it may or
may not be able to do. A company must
balance and choose its level of superiority in any strategic competency based on its ability to fulfill unmet customer needs where it can dominate large
and high - growth market segments. At various times, it
must demonstrate its prowess in each of the three competency tenets listed below. Research I've done with others
shows that companies with the greatest long -term finan6
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cial achievement are actually superior in all three.
Innovate Offerings: In order to continually fulfill unmet

customer needs, a company must plan business strategies
creating new products and services that will serve more
and greater customer needs. Innovation is key to dominating markets, so
companies must continually renew offerings for which competitors cannot
possibly create substitutes.
Operate Effectively and Efficiently: In
order to create valuable offerings, a
company must be able to deliver on
what it promises. The "strategy" behind
execution is driven by the business execution systems that a company employs throughout all of its activities to
ensure that tactical and operational objectives are met. Our research shows
that companies that establish plans and
systems for strategy execution enjoy
higher shareholder returns.
Brand: While there can be much debate over the value and
process of branding, there's undeniable evidence that, in
certain markets, branding can help companies create fabricated monopolies where premium returns on investment are enjoyed with no fade in pricing over time. Creating an intellectual and emotional stamp on the hearts and
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Tenacious Synchronization of
Strategic Competencies. For successful companies, the three strategic
competencies of Return Driven
Strategy are highly aligned and synchronized to create the right kinds of
offerings. Companies with exceptional financial performance showed that
their strategic activities pointed directly toward the needs identified for
the large and growing market segments targeted. What we found
somewhat remarkable was the consistency with which corporate strategy seemed to follow a formula for
value creation and maximization despite differences in the actual offerings. All the companies were decisively vigilant in detecting changing
or unmet customer needs in large
and high - growth market segments.
Once they identified those needs, the
companies vigorously innovated
their offerings, leveraged economies
of scale and scope, and branded the
offerings in a manner that met those
needs well. This held true from pharmaceutical companies to retailers
and consumer product companies.
Dominating Market Segments. GE's
approach to strategy has been popularized, with its dedication to being
the number one or number two
company in any given market or it
will get out. The companies we stud8
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minds of consumers can reduce
transaction costs while also fulfilling
higher levels of human need such as
community, and self - esteem.
The competency tenets of Return
Driven Strategy as shown in Figure 1
are all means to an end — achieving
the goal tenets that define superior
business strategy as evidenced by superior financial returns to investors.
The right combinations of these
three tenets can be seen in the activities of several companies that exhibit
incredible value- creating power.

SIGNIFICANT FORCES OF CHANGE
Fou nd at io ns

GENUINE ASSETS
STRATEGIC VALUATION AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

ied sought dominance in the markets chosen —they did not simply
enter to gain a piece of the market,
regardless of how large. When a
company can successfully employ
and synchronize a number of strategic initiatives that seem to dominate
a market, there also appear to be
many other ancillary benefits of
domination that allow the company
to secure its place as the leader.
Market leadership is both a lagging
indicator of successful synchronization of business strategies and a
foundation that provides genuine assets for further domination. For example, Colgate - Palmolive's leadership in various consumer product
categories is a lagging indicator of
successful synchronization of its
business strategies, but it also sets the
stage for further domination.
Gillette has demonstrated a fantastic ability to build markets based on
identified needs, with growth not simply coming from global targeting as
with the other consumer goods companies, but actually contributing to
changes in usage that lead to growth.
Gillette successfully focuses its product development, marketing, and distribution on these changing customer
needs with great precision. Gillette's

offerings in the shaving market, which
include disposable shavers to more sophisticated shaving systems such as
Mach III, provide a great example of
successful dominance of a market segment. The company has been a leader
in several product categories by targeting consumers' needs tirelessly and
synchronizing its strategic competencies to meet those needs.
Home Depot realized there was a
great opportunity in the retail market for home improvement. The retail philosophy of Home Depot
caters to customer needs on many
levels. Consistently offering an unparalleled number of products while
having salespeople with intimate
knowledge of products and customer needs creates a sense of loyalty to the retail chain because the customer always knows what to expect
from the store and can rely on its
ability to meet those needs.
Walgreens' synchronization of offering innovation, operational excellence, and branding, driven by fulfilling unmet customer needs, makes it
the nation's leading retail drug store
operator. The foundation of Walgreens' strategy is built on the concept of providing people with convenience through its well- targeted

offerings, from 24 -hour stores to
drive - through pharmacies, all designed to give customers back a precious commodity: time.
Innovate, Operate, and Brand. Dell
Computer Corporation represents a

good example of operational excellence. Although Dell focuses on operational excellence, it also shows
prowess in branding and innovating
its offerings in a way that's consistent
with its strategy. Intel Corporation
focuses on innovation, but it also
performs certain aspects of operational excellence and branding that
support and leverage its innovation.
At Intel, the supporting operational
excellence and branding strategies
leverage the innovation discipline to
create great value. In operational ex-

the equation with the aim of fulfilling unmet needs in large and growing market segments. Microsoft is
similarly known for innovation, yet it
combines operational excellence and
strong branding. True strategy is
based on creating offerings that differentiate. Competitors can innovate,
they can reengineer processes, and
they can brand offerings aggressively,
but they must choose to do one or all
based on the demands of cus-

tomers —large customer groups —as
they changeover time. ■
Mark L. Frigo is Eichenbaum Foundation Distinguished Professor of
Strategy and Leadership in the Kell stadt Graduate School of Business at
DePaul University and a noted expert
in strategy design and execution, including Balanced Scorecard initiatives.
Feel free to send comments to him at
infrigo@depaul.edu.
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to manufacture its chip designs by
optimizing the manufacturing
process and then rolling out that
process to Intel's other fabrication
and assembly facilities. The Intel
brand far surpasses any of its competitors for inspiring trust and confidence. Intel has successfully built
its brand through years of delivering
innovative and reliable chips and
successfully leveraged its distribution
channel to have the "Intel Inside"
logo attached to all PCs containing
its products.
Four Seasons excels at branding
its offerings, yet it has also excelled
in innovation of offerings as well as
tenaciously delivering excellent customer service.
Companies with well- developed
processes for innovation tend to produce high returns. Pharmaceutical
companies like Abbott and Pfizer
come to mind as companies with research and development discipline
for sustained innovation. Yet they
also blend the right mix of operational excellence and branding into
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Best Practices

Bob Gunn, Editor

Leading with Compassion
THROUGHOUT THESE ESSAYS, WE ARE
continually pointing to three fundamental forces at play in
life as in business: Thought (the process we use to create
an original life), Consciousness (the clarity we have about
the life we are creating), and Mind (our connectedness to
universal intelligence and spiritual energy). While doing
so, we've used words not usually heard in a business context: hope, faith, compassion, gratitude, and spirituality.
Leading with grace is, for most of us, an acquired capability. Everyone has the capacity to do so, but liberating it is
something else. Leaders can
get good results simply by
relying on their knowledge
and experience. There are also
"how to" books that teach the
techniques of leadership and
tell memorable stories. They
can come in handy.
But can an organization
achieve and sustain greatness
by relying on what has already
been invented, experienced, or
understood? Instinctively, we
know the answer is "No!"
What sets all great companies
apart is something unique. What marks all great leaders
who run such companies is their ability to say or do the
right thing whenever the moment requires it, to bring out
the best in others, and to help people deepen their own
capacity to lead.
The passion these companies exhibit is obvious, but its
source flows from an unexpected wellspring —love.
Love is the force that releases the spirit's wisdom and
rekindles its energy. We're not speaking about romantic
10
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passion or parental love but about "agape " — spiritual
connectedness—or bringing the "we -ness" of being
involved with others to the forefront.
Why love is essential to leadership can be summed up
in the saying, "They won't care about what you say until
they know how much you care' Love opens the floodgates that hold back the flow of deep feelings, such as
faith, hope, and compassion. It liberates us from self doubts, self - criticism, self- imposed limits, and isolation.
Among other things, love
gives good leaders the gifts of
Understanding, which helps
us establish the human bond
in our dealings with others
and to see that, at any given
moment, people are doing the
best they can. It helps us see
the innocence in people's
actions instead of cluttering
our minds with blame, suspicion, or anger. The consequence of such understanding
is that people feel respected
and valued and free to turn
their full attention to the matters at hand.
Gratitude, which makes us want to serve the best interests of others and support human accomplishment.
Success comes more easily when we appreciate what we
have been given, since such appreciation inspires others
to go out of their way to help us.
Kindness, which promotes a sense of well-being in
everyone. It can manifest in small acts, such as words of
encouragement or taking the time to help someone work
through problems. Considerate acts rarely require
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visit us online. With more than 325 offices worldwide,
we'll help you reduce the costs of cyclical hiring and
layoffs.Andkeep your permanent staff happy.

Ask about FREE CPE Credits!
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Specialized�hnancial�Staffing•

money —just the willingness to
invest one's time and attention.
Forgiveness, which lets us put the
past in its place and frees us to
move on. It doesn't mean that we
condone dumb decisions or stupid
behavior. But by holding onto
anger, hurt, or resentment, we bind
ourselves to negativity. We all learn
by making mistakes and asking
dumb questions, not by criticizing
the actions of others or thinking we
know it all. Who among us has not
made mistakes?
Compassion, which is born out of
awareness that suffering is part of
the human experience. Acting compassionately is not the same as covering for others who are not carrying their weight. We can be tough minded about a problem and still be
warmhearted toward those who are
causing the problem.

Leadin g with f eeling
When we lead with this power, we
encourage without effort. We guide
without rules. We direct without
saying much. We see with our ears
and listen with our hearts. We are
confident without bluster. We are
certain without worry. We can be
firm without being mean. We can
ask people to do much without feeling guilty. We can step aside so others can step up.
With this kind of leadership, people are inspired to give their best.
They find joy in even the most onerous tasks. They are fearless in surmounting challenge. They are not
afraid to be lighthearted with each
other.
The graceful leader knows that it's
the feelings, not the words, that matter. Only the heart can see what is
truly essential. Only our actions can
manifest the true state of our mind.
What conflict cannot be resolved if
12
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our actions are based on the warmth
that flows from an inner sense of
trust? How can worry get a foothold
if we feel confident and hopeful
about the future? And how can selfishness gain traction where love
inspires us to help others succeed?
Unlocking the mystery of becoming a great leader is as simple as seeing that whenever these profound
feelings are present, we all have
unfettered access to wisdom, common sense, and creative intelligence— "unfettered" because our
minds aren't cluttered by busy
thoughts, paralyzed by fear, defeated
by jealousy, confused by analysis, or
blinded by arrogance.
When we lead from deep feelings,
then insights, intuition, and perspectives flow as easily as breathing in
and breathing out.
Don't be afraid to express deep
feelings. They can be infectious. We
unleash tremendous energy in our
organizations when we acknowledge
our profound emotions. They help
people clear their minds so that they
can see what obviously needs to be
done and do it. They provide clarity
so that our people can discover their
own capacity to lead.

Il l u m i n a t i n g c u l t u r e
Imagine a company where the presence of these deeper feelings and the
harmony they promote is what matters most. Sounds farfetched?
Consider Southwest Airlines,
whose logo says it all— "25 Years of
Luv." Or Johnson & Johnson, whose
values have guided the company
since they were first expressed by
General Johnson in the 1950s—
"bur first responsibility is to serve
those who use our products.' Or
Shell, the "Living Company" that
cares deeply about its contribution
to the environmental well-being of

Earth's citizens. Or FedEx, with its
emphasis on "people, service, profit." Or the Chicago Bulls under the
coaching of Phil Jackson, who put
the "we -ness into teamwork." Or
even your own organization —if you
look for it, won't you find expressions of love, gratitude, kindness, or
appreciation?
Such feelings give these companies
the human fuel to fulfill their purpose. They helped Southwest achieve
27 years of unbroken profitability
and J &J to grow earnings at an
11.6% annual clip since its inception
more than 100 years ago. Shell has
been the world's most profitable corporation for a number of years,
FedEx grew into a multibillion business in just one management generation, and the Bulls won six championships in 10 years.
These results demonstrate that
when leaders show love they liberate
people's passion to engage fully in
the enterprise's mission —to unreservedly give it their best effort. That
is what gives great companies an
edge for superior accomplishment —
unfettered energy and enthusiasm.
Many companies are good, solid
performers, but they cannot become
great without leaders who make
these intangibles, tangible. Great
leaders share a keen awareness that
what matters most are these principles, principles that are timeless,
universal, even spiritual.
Then they act accordingly. ■
Bob Gunn is the co-founder ofGunn
Partners, a consulting firm that helps
companies improve the relevance and
value ofstaff functions. He is responsible for client relationships for Gunn
Partners' parent company, Exult, Inc.,
a premiere business process out sourcer. You can e-mail Bob at
robert.gun n @exult. net.
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uperheroes wanted.

(We'll supply the cape.)
It's about working with the best and brightest, the
knowledge you gain from others. Simply put, it's
about the level of talent around you.
Surround yourself with business leaders and
trailblazers. They're here at Capital One— driving
business strategy, ready to help elevate your career
to new heights.
We're one of the 50 Best Performing Companies in
the S &P 500 according to BusinessWeek" for the
third year in a row. Some say we /re superheroes
of the financial services industry. From one superhero
to another...
Your cape is waiting.
For more information on careers at Capital One, visit us
at www.ca pit alo ne. com /s uperjo bs.
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Senior Analysts
We are currently seeking qualified candidates
with professional and leadership experience for our
Corporate Development initiatives in our Mergers
and Acquisitions group. Managerial candidates should
have an MBA with a minimum of 7 years of significant

experience with a strategic management consultancy,
investment bank or within financial services.
We also have multiple openings for Operations
Analysts and Business Analysts. Requirements
include a Bachelor's degree and 2 years or more
of related experience.
To apply, please e-mail resume to
catherine.sibold @capitalone.com or fax to
804 - 290 -6500. Please reference code AD12237SF
in your response.

C a p f t a l ()tre
www. c apit alone. c om / s uper jobs
Capital One is an equal opportunity employer committed to diversity in the workplace. We promote a drug -free work environment

Careers

By Max Messmer, Editor

Changing Career Directions Mid - Stream
It's a common scenario for many senior -level professionals: You've been working in the same field for a number of years and have noticed lately that you're
not as excited as you used to be about going to the office each morning. As a
result, you've been thinking about making a significant career change.
It may be that you're seeking the challenge of learning
something new. Or perhaps you'd like to have more control over your work schedule. As an experienced accounting professional, you have a range of opportunities available to you that may provide greater job satisfaction.
Here are a few to consider.

Switching Industries
Moving into another line of busi
ness allows you to stay in the
accounting profession while
applying your knowledge in
new ways. If you think
you're ready for a change but
don't want to make a dramatic
departure from your current ind
try, consider switching to a related business
sector. For example, your extensive cost accounting background at a healthcare firm could prove beneficial to a
medical device manufacturer just establishing its pricing
structure.
Even if you've worked in a particular line of business
for most or all of your career, companies in different
industries may still consider you for appropriate positions. The key is understanding how your experience
and expertise might fit an organization's needs and then

marketing your skills accordingly.

Moving from Corporate to
Nonprofit Accounting
Another choice is to find a job at a nonprofit organization. This change can offer many rewards, including the
satisfaction of helping others and being part of a team
fnr-imed nn a common cause. In addition,
(profits are often receptive to individuals seeking a career change, so
you may find more opportunities
with these groups.
Before deciding on this option,
though, it's important to make
lure you're comfortable with the
ntial drawbacks. In addition to
lower pay, some nonprofit organizations may
lack the administrative and decision - making structure
typically found in corporations. As an accountant, you
could be faced with less stable budgets that are dependent on factors such as donations, membership fees, or
government contracts. You may also have to invest in
training to learn the accounting rules and regulations
associated with nonprofits. In smaller organizations,
you'll also need to have a flexible mind -set and a willingness to "wear many hats."
June 2 0 0 2
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Becoming a Consultant
A popular option for many senior level accountants is working on a
project -to- project basis. Consulting
allows you to expand your skills,
gain exposure to a wide range of
assignments, and have more control
over your time (although you may
not necessarily work fewer hours).
Keep in mind, however, that if you
decide to work independently, you'll
need to spend time finding and
retaining clients and handling
administrative and billing issues.
Some professionals get around this
by working through a consulting
firm to obtain new projects.

Branching Out to a
New Field
The most significant, and often most
difficult, change of all— switching to
another career —is possible if you set

realistic expectations and have a
strategy for achieving your goal.
Your financial background can be
the ideal springboard into a different
area. In the human resources field,
for instance, you have the skills to
assess the cost of prospective benefits plans and their effect on a company's bottom line.
Take a good look at the educational and professional requirements of your prospective job
choice. Do you have the time and
money to gain the necessary training? If you are considering a major
change from your current position,
you may have to invest significantly
in both before you're qualified for
another line of work.
Once you're ready to switch professions, be sure you consider opportunities with your current employer.
Since senior managers there are
already familiar with your abilities
and work style, they may be open to
moving you into another role. They
may even reimburse you for tuition or
other educational expenses. The transition to another field may not happen overnight —it will involve planning and preparation on your part.

Positioning for Success
After you've identified what type of
career change you'd like to pursue,
you should evaluate your marketability. To expand your possibilities, you may want to spend time
enhancing your abilities and acquiring new ones. Reading professional
publications and networking with
others at association meetings can
help you better assess your skill set
and stay up to date on trends that
are shaping your field of choice.
Once you've found the right job
opportunity, be sure you handle
your resignation properly. You never
16
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know when you may need someone's
help in the future, so don't burn any
bridges. This is particularly important when making a significant
career move because, if things don't
work out as expected, you may want
the opportunity to return to your
former employer or profession.
Even if you're moving into your
dream job, change can be overwhelming. Give yourself ample time
to adjust to your new role and
responsibilities. Remember, the first
few months in any position can be
unsettling as you get used to your
new work environment, coworkers,
and expectations. This is amplified
when you've switched professional
paths.
Changing career directions midstream can be accomplished successfully if you have the right mix of
motivation, persistence, and adaptability. Take the time to research
your options carefully, and then
enhance your skill set to support
your goal. It will help ensure you're
making the right choice and position
you for success in the job search. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO
of Robert Half International Inc.
(RHI), parent company of Robert
Half', Accountempss, and RHI
Management Resources®. RHI is the
world's first and largest specialized
staffing firm placing accounting and
finance professionals on a full -time,
temporary, and project basis.
Messmer's most recent books are
Motivating Employees For
Dummies®, Managing Your Career
For Dummies ®, Job Hunting For
Dummies®, 2nd Edition, Human
Resources Kit For Dummies®
(Hungry Minds, Inc.); and The Fast
Forward MBA in Hiring (John Wiley
& Sons, Inc.).

Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

Taxes

State Taxation of Electronic Retailers
THE QUESTION OF NEXUS — WHETHER A
certain level of business activity within a state will allow
the state to tax the activity—has consistently concerned
managers whose business entails interstate commerce,
especially as Internet commerce continues to grow. Managers need to be aware that accepting returns of merchandise at physical retail locations can result in states
claiming that tax should have been collected on the original electronic sale and that avoiding nexus for either sales
tax or income tax purposes does not guaranteethat there
isn't nexus for the other.

298,May 26, 1992),the Court reversed itself on the due

process argument by finding that the corporation directed
activities at the residents of the state and had an "economic
presence" there. The Court maintained its position of not
requiring the collection of the use tax based on the commerce clause argument due to lack of physical presence.
The use of a website may appear exactly like that of a
mail -order catalog sale, but many retailers making online
sales also maintain physical locations in those same states.
Maintaining the independence of these two organizations,
which in reality often are managed and incorporated

Nexus —Sales and Use Tax
Traditionally, sales tax has been collected by the
retailer at the time of sale and then remitted to
the state and /or local revenue agency. But simply
having sales in a state doesn't give rise to nexus.
There must be some level of physical presence. For
example, the use of mail-order catalogs won't give
rise to nexus for sales tax purposes. States also imp(
a use tax as a complement to the sales tax, but collection
isn't typically the responsibility of the retailer. Yet states
have been successful in requiring the retailer to collect the
use tax in certain cases. Here we use the terms "sales tax"
and "use tax" interchangeably.
The area of contention for e- commerce is whether the
sale of the product through the Internet is more akin to a
mail-order solicitation or a retail sale. In the first of two
critical Supreme Court decisions (National Bellas Hess,
Inc. v. Department of Revenue, 386 US 753,May 8, 1967),
the Court found that mail -order sellers would not be
required to collect the use tax under two constitutional
arguments: interstate commerce and due process. In the
second case (Quill Corporation v. North Dakota, 504 US

)usttty not couectmg the tax. unrortunateiy,
practical business realities often make this independence impossible, and some states continue to pursue
these tax revenues.
For example, if a product is sold by competitors, it's
unlikely that a higher price can be charged for that product. If management collects the tax, the customer views
this as an increase in the price, and that results in fewer
sales. Given equal prices, the deciding factor to the consumer will often be the ability to return the product to
the local physical retail outlet. Recently, the California
State Board of Equalization determined that the bookseller Borders was responsible for collecting the tax as a
representative of the related online retailer.
June 2 0 0 2
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Management is in a real dilemma.
Collecting the tax will cause the
company to lose the sale due to its
"higher" price. At the same time, failing to collect the tax will likely result
in trouble with the state if the physical retail location accepts returns.
Failing to take returns could also
cause the loss of the sale due to customer perception of poor service. In
a real sense, management is almost
forced into noncompliance until cornered by the taxing authority.
Of course, this represents the

bmbers

most aggressive state's action, and
Borders hasn't yet exhausted the
appeals process. Interestingly, this
may be less of an issue in the future
as clicks -and- mortar businesses
move toward taking the order online
while providing delivery at the local
retail outlet. In such a situation, the
retailer will charge a tax based on
the delivery location. This increase

CMA /CFM REVIEW
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4VolumeSetofWorkbooks
CD-ROMorVHSFormat
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in customer service —fast local delivery without additional transportation costs —could well offset the difference in price caused by sales tax.

Nexus — Income Tax
States typically employ an apportionment formula to determine the portion of the income of a multi-state
corporation that is subject to tax
within the state. This formula usually
consists of three factors: sales, property, and payroll. Regardless of which
combination of factors is used, the
state compares the level of the factors
in that state to the level of the factors
in total. Since different states can
choose different combinations, double taxation can occur.
The imposition of the corporate
income tax also requires that some
basic level of connection exist
between the taxpayer's activities and
the state. States that have chosen to
employ "unitary taxation" have met
with success in bringing income of
related corporations into the apportionment formula. In Container
Corporation v. Franchise Tax Board
(463 US 159, June 27, 1983), the
Supreme Court found that California's system was proper and fair.
This decision allows states to collapse related corporations for the purpose of apportioning taxable income.
A key factor in the Court's finding was
the nature of the relationship between
the related corporations. In this case,
the corporations worked together on
personnel and capital decisions and
were found to have clear operating ties
to each other. It would appear that
maintaining independence in key
decision and operating areas would
provide the best chance of avoiding a
given state's income tax.
One interesting opportunity is the
chance to offset current taxable
income of traditional retail entities

with potential losses of the related
electronic entity. In order to take
advantage of this opportunity, a
detailed analysis of each state's tax
laws is required since rules regarding
unitary and separate accounting
treatment vary by state.

Planning for Nexus
As the debate on nexus moves forward, businesses, in order to facilitate their planning, are looking to
the states to reconcile the standards
for nexus for both income tax and
sales (use) tax. Unfortunately, state
governments appear unwilling to
allow a common definition that
would apply across the two types of
taxes. Until states adopt common
definitions, managers must be aware
that, for any given state, they may
run afoul of one type of tax even
though they have avoided the other.
That means they should consult
their state tax advisor in planning
their new electronic operations. —
Timothy B. Biggart, J. William
Harden, and Richard L. Flanagan
Timothy B. Biggart is an assistant
Professor ofaccounting at the University ofNorth Carolina at Greensboro.
He can be reached at (336) 334 -5647
or t biggart@uncg.edu.
J. William Harden is an assistant professorofaccounting at the University
ofNorth Carolina at Greensboro. He
can be reached at (336) 334 -5647 or
iwharden @uncg.edu.
Richard L. Flanagan is a graduate
student at the University ofNorth
Carolina at Greensboro.
Anthony Curatola is the Joseph F. Ford
ProfessorofAccounting at Drexel University. He can be reached at (215)
895 -1453 or curatola @drexel.edu.
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Robert Herz Named FASB
Chairman I Kathy Williams, Editor

EMPLOYEE
SELF-SERVICE

has been named the new chairman of the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB). His term begins July 1 when he succeeds outgoing Chairman Edmund L.

&

&

Jenkins, who is retiring June 30 after completing a five -year term.
Herz, 48, is the PricewaterhouseCoopers North America Theater Leader of Professional, Technical, Risk Quality and is a member of the firm's
Global and U.S. Boards. He also is a part -time member of the
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).
A native of New York City, Herz spent part of his childhood
f j
in Argentina and England. He joined Price Waterhouse in 1974
Vol
when he was graduated from the University of Manchester in
R
England with a B.A. degree in economics. He later joined
Coopers Lybrand, becoming its senior technical partner in
1996. He assumed a similar position with the merged firm of
PricewaterhouseCoopers in 1998.
Robert H. Herz
During his 28 years in the accounting profession, he has
served as audit partner for major clients in the financial services, manufacturing, and
telecommunications industries. He also has served as chair of the AICPA SEC Regulations
Committee and the Transnational Auditors Committee of the International Federation of
Accountants. In addition, he has been a member of the Emerging Issues Task Force, the
FASB Financial Instruments Task Force, the Financial Accounting Standards Committee
of the American Accounting Association, and the SEC Practice Section Executive Committee of the AICPA. His latest book is The Value Reporting Revolution: Woving Beyond the
Earnings Game.

■

In announcing the appointment, Manuel H. Johnson, chairman of the Financial Accounting Foundation, said, "Bob Herz will bring outstanding expertise to the FASB... Bob
is widely recognized in the U.S. and abroad for his strong technical background and grasp
of complex accounting and financial reporting issues. His experience will be a tremendous
asset to the FASB as standard setting faces tougher challenges in a changing marketplace."
Sir David Tweedie, chairman of the IASB, said, "While sorry to lose Bob from our
Board, I am delighted that the Trustees of the [FAF] have selected someone who has
deep experience in the international arena and is committed to the goal of achieving
convergence toward a single set of high - quality standards.'

Does your company
have self- service technology whereby employees
can "administer" their
own be ne fi ts onl i ne ,

including changing any
pertinent personal infor
mation or making al
lowed changes to their
401(k) or other plans as
well as just checking the
status of the information?
If so, how do employees
feel about self- service?
The Syndicated Re
search Group, Inc. has
found that employees
immediately see the
benefits of self- service
but that they need initial
training and support in
order to follow prose
dunes properly and feel
comfortable. They also
suggest that human
resources staff may need
additional support to get
through the changes.
For more information,
visit www syndicated
research.com, and look
at the human capital
strategies section.
■

ROBERT H. HERZ, CPA, C.A., A SENIOR PARTNER WITH PricewaterhouseCoopers,
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FINANCE, LIKE FOOTBALL, DEPENDS ON REFEREES WHO ARE INDEPENDENT AND ETHICAL. WITHOUT THEM.

[E TH IC S]
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Ethical Auditing,
Please I Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor

ETHICSANSWERS
I am submitting my answers to
the ethics questions published
in the May 2002 issue.
Qi:Yes! The IMAStandards
of Ethical Conduct forPracti
tioners of
Ac

IMAGINE THIS: THE FOOTBALL GAME IS IN FULL FLUSH. THE REFEREE IS

Management

charging down the field. He clicks on his microphone and barks a command —but not
to make a public announcement to the fans. He's talking privately to the head coach of
one of the teams. Why? Because he's not only a referee. He's also that team's defensive
line coach.
Well, why not? If you're that team, it makes good sense to hire him. After all, he's in
the thick of the action. Who better to judge what's going on? Sure, it looks like a con flict of interest. But he has promised the fans he's an honorable man, fully able to separate his careful neutrality as referee from his fervent dedication as coach. Besides, refs
don't make a fortune. Doesn't he have the right to maximize his earnings by offering
his expertise to a willing buyer?
Only one problem: It's an extremely bad idea for the integrity of football.
But this parable isn't about football. It's about Enron, Arthur Andersen, and the
suspect but highly lucrative practice of allowing a single firm to fill the roles of
both referee (or auditor) and coach (or consultant). That's what Andersen was
doing for Enron. And as recent events make clear, that's an extremely bad idea for
the integrity of business executives, public corporations, and the entire financial
marketplace.
Finance, like football, depends on referees who are independent and ethical. Without
them, neither fans nor investors can be sure what they're watching. That's when the
fans go home. And that's when investors sell off —as, apparently, they have done. In
both cases, the unspoken four -word message is the same: "We don't trust you.'
Those are chilling words. Trust, after all, is the offspring of integrity. And when
integrity ebbs, so does the basis for fair play in markets or sports. Chilling, too, is the
recognition that, in business at least, this ebbing of integrity may not be so new. Con Sider some of the cases that have recently touched Arthur Andersen:
1999: Andersen agrees to pay $90 million to settle an investor suit charging that it
triggered losses of about $300 million at Colonial Realty, a Chicago real estate company
that went bankrupt in 1990.
2000: Former Pier 1 CFO Robert Herndon —who was once an auditing partner at
Andersen— agrees to pay $75,000 to settle allegations that he hid $20 million in losses
from shareholders and management.
2001 (May): The Securities Exchange Commission charges that former Sunbeam
Corporation CEO Al Dunlap, aided by Andersen auditors, "orchestrated a fraudulent
scheme to create the illusion of a successful restructuring of Sunbeam" that cost share holders billions of dollars.

counting and Financial Man
agement (SMA 1C, April 1997)

states: "Practitioners of man -

&

agement accounting and finanvial management have an
obligation to the public, their
profession, the organization
they serve, and themselves, to
maintain the highest standards
of ethical conduct" SMA IC
proclaims that the primary
obligation of practitioners is to
"the public." Therefore, Enron
Vice - President Sherron Watkins'
actions were congruent with the
obligations stated in SMA 1C.
Q2:Yes! It is entirely appropriate to participate in "whistleblowing" when it is apparent
that internal reviews may not
resolve the ethical conflict
because the people "cooking
the books" are located above
the potential "whistle - blower"
on the corporate ladder. Therefore, codes of ethical conduct
should be enhanced to emphasize the following course of
action: "If the ethical conflict
still exists after exhausting all
levels of internal review, it may
be appropriate to notify other
parties regarding significant
matters"
I

continued on page 2s
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2001 (June): Andersen agrees to pay a $7 million civil penalty for allegedly issuing
what the SEC called "materially false and misleading audit reports" on behalf of Waste
Management, the nation's largest trash hauler.
To be sure, some of these are settlements with
continued on page 22

iEITHER FANS NOR INVESTORS CAN BE SURE WHAT THEY'RE WATCHING
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Congress to Take Some Action
on Stock Options

I

Stephen Barlas, Editor

CONGRESS PROBABLY WON'T BUY
Sen. Carl Levin's (D.- Mich.) bill,

Committee, which would have to

Ending the Double Standard for

man Rep. Bill Thomas (R.- Calif.)

Stock Options Act (S. 1940), which

thinks there are technical problems

approve the Levin bill, says Chair-

states that companies can take a tax

in quantifying stock option values.

deduction or tax credit for stock

"He also thinks they are good tools

option expenses only to the extent

for high -tech companies to use," she

that the company actually recognizes

adds. So there's no way the House

the same stock option expenses in

will approve the Levin bill despite its

the company books. It is seen as too

support from Federal Reserve Chair-

radical a proposal, even in the post Enron environment and after Enron

man Alan Greenspan.
A better bet than the Levin bill is

CEO Ken Lay realized $123.4 million

one introduced by Sens. Christopher

from exercising stock options in

Dodd (D.- Conn.) and Jon Corzine

2000. Christian Tinsworth, a spokes-

(D.- N.J.)— Investor Confidence in

woman for the House Ways & Means

Public Accounting Act (S. 2004).

Their bill addresses a host of post Enron accounting issues. Section 302
of the Dodd bill calls for the SEC to
submit recommendations on
whether current accounting rules for
stock options ought to be changed.
The recommendations should go to
an accounting standards body, presumably a slightly reconstituted
Financial Accounting Standards
Board, within 60 days of its establi sh me n t . T h e se c t i on d o esn 't sa y ,

however, that the accounting standards body would have to do anything. But just the thought of such a
review sends c o n t i n u e d on p a g e 2 3

The next wave of business transformation
* THE FREE FLOW OF INFORMAT ION AND PRODUCT S

requires companies to rethink their whole business and

br ou ght a bou t by t he I nt er net a nd ot her t echnol o-

all its relationships —not just with customers, but also

gi e s ha s for c e d co m p a ni e s t o c o n fr o n t a n e w c h a l -

with suppliers, partners, employees, and even competi-

lenge of connectedness a nd inter dependency and

tors. The openness and ease of information dispersal is
key to mobilizing all these relationships for

to fin d wa y s t o ext end t hei r b u sine ss
p r o c e s s e s o u t s i d e t h e c o m p a n y . X -Engi-

JAMS
I CHAMPY

ne er in g th e Corporation, written by

a common purpose.
There are three questions that X -engi-

J a me s Ch a mp y a n d p u b l i s h e d b y Wa r n -

neering a nswers: How must a company

er Business Books, was written to help

change? For what benefit? And with

businesses do just that.

whose collaboration? Responses come

X- engineering is a concept that involves
the use of technology - enabled processes to
help a company connect with its customers
and other businesses to bring about dra-

HNGN
IHON
IG
C�ORPONO
A
IiN

matic improvements in efficiency and create value for everyone involved. It invokes

"t'

from close attention to several key areas:
The processes that create and sell a
comp a n y's goods and services. These
include business dealings with external
players such as customers, suppliers, distributors, partners, and shareholders. The

organizational boundary crossing (where the "X" comes

new rule is simple: Be open about all your processes

from) on a scale approaching the Internet's ability to

except those that are clearly proprietary. A company

connect the world in a seamless web of transactions. It

will thrive only if these

con ti nu e d on next page
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auditor's lust for more consulting

no admission of guilt. And one,

business deserves to be rebuked. And

processes also enable external

involving Pier 1, may be guilt by

the auditor's courage in standing up

users to thrive.

association. But when one of the
most highly regarded of the Big

to management —even at the risk of
dismissal —needs to be enhanced.

compa ny o ffers its customers. Its

Five audit firms sinks this deep

Structural changes can help.

succe ss d ep en ds la rgel y on i ts

into a reputational taint, those fine

In the end, however, the real issue

[BO OR S ] c o n t 'd f r o m p . 21

The business proposition the

abi lit y t o crea te ne w valu e for

points may be lost on the public.

is the ethics of those within the

No wonder investors are con-

structure. Only when that's in place

cerned. They're worried that the

will the fans —of teams and compa-

participation with others in creat-

entire structure of corporate

nies— have reason to return to their

ing shared processes. Participa-

accounting —and of accountability

respective stadiums. — Rushworth M.

ti on ca n e vol ve fr om a comp a -

itself —may be flawed. That means

Kidder

Th e ext en t of t h e comp a n y's

ny's i nte rn al red esi gn ed proces s-

they don't know —and perhaps can
never know —what they're buying.

customers.

es t o pr oces ses wit h an othe r or gaWritten by Rushworth M. Kidder, the

nization (for example, a supplier

president of the Institute for Global

or customer), to processes with

rected simply by separating the con-

Ethics, Camden, Maine.

two other organizations, and,

sulting function from the audit func-

www.,&obalethics.org.

finally, to processes with three or

Not all those flaws would be cor-

tion. Other adjustments may also be

more others, such as suppliers,

needed, such as requiring companies

Editor's Note: Some of the reform bills

to change audit firms every few

introduced into Congress prescribe

years. That way, auditors may be

new requirements for ethics proce-

have similar characteristics:

more willing to risk dismissal by

dures in CPA firms.

• Th e y mat ch t he pu l l of cus -

telling the client the unvarnished

cus tome rs , and p ar tn er s.
Success ful compani es usua lly

tomers to the push of their

truth. If you're going to be dismissed

Curtis C. Uersch oor is the Le dge r &

anyway, candor comes more easily.
What's clear is that greed needs to

Quill Research Professor, School of

or ga ni za ti on al b ou nd ar ie s.

Accountancy and MIS, DePaul Uni-

• Th eir proces ses wor k toget her

be drained from the auditing system

versity, Chicago. His e-mail address is

in h ar mony for ope ra ti on al con -

and moral courage poured in. The

cverscho @condor.depau1.edu.

processes. Processes push across

sist ency and int egri ty.
• Ne w p r oce s s e s a r e cr e a t e d t h a t
le ve r age i n for ma t ion t e ch n ol ogy.

Lost Assets = Lost Profits
Did you know companies con spend thousartofdolors
each year in monhours alone searching for lost assets?
Don't waste any more of your company's profits ... call
Metalcraft.
Using Metalcraft ID nameplates and labels in your
rrn
fixed asset tracking system will help:
♦ Improv e accuracy
♦ Reduce costs
♦ Reduce inventory

+i
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that is vital to X- engineering.
X- Engineering provides a useful fra mework for t he nex t wave
of business transformation. It
focuses on the key business linkcustomers, suppliers, and partner s, p rovid in g ide as wher e com-

Call 800- 437 -5283 today to receive your FREE catalog and
samples or visit www.idplate.com.
www.ldplate.com
/�
metalcraft@idplate.com
"

Internet in particular, provide the
framework for th e p owe r s har ing

a ge s b e t w e e n a com p a n y a n d i t s

time

149�Fourth�Street�SW�•�Po�Box�1468
Mason City, IA 50402

Te chn ol ogy in gen e ra l , a n d t h e

800 - 437 -5283

Outside USA 641 - 423 -9460
641 - 423 -8898 Fax

panies migh t focus for radi cally
improving thei r competi tive
a d va n t a ge . T h e con ce p t s a r e
de s cr i b e d wi t h ma n y e x a mp l e s
and ca se st ud ies th at re in for ce
Champy's X- engine ering
approa ch. —Lance A. Thompson
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shivers up the spine of people like
Caroline Hurley, director of tax policy for the American Electronics
Association WA). She thinks the
Dodd bill is written with a nod and
a wink to the standards - setting body
that expensing of options is what
Congress expects. "People are nervous about this," Hurley says, referring to the Dodd provision.
The House GOP is already facing
pressure to add stock options provisions to its version of the Dodd bill
called the Corporate and Auditing
Accountability, Responsibility, and
Transparency Act (H.R. 3763). Phil
Livingston, president of Financial
Executives International (FEI), told
the House Financial Services Committee that Congress would "do a
great service" by requiring companies to get shareholder approval for
employee stock option plans.

Business Groups Still
Unhappy with Pension
Reform Bills
Passage of a pension reform bill is a
little less of a done deal than congressional approval of a corporate
financial /accounting reform bill. The
National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) has withheld its support
from the House - passed bill. The
Pension Security Act (H.R. 3762)
was passed on April 12 by a vote of
255 -163, after the House rejected a
Democratic substitute. NAM Vice
President for Tax and Budget Policy
Dorothy Coleman expresses support
for two of the bill's provisions:
ensuring that incentive stock options
and employee stock purchase plans
aren't subject to payroll taxes and
providing additional relief for pen-

tinues, "our concerns have not been
eliminated." The NAM is particularly

requirements that would limit

concerned about the bill's three -year

401(k) investment options for

diversification provisions. The bill

employees and prevent employers

gives employers the option of allow-

from designing a benefits package

ing workers to sell their company

that best fits the needs of its work-

stock three years after receiving it in

force," said NAM Executive Vice

their 401(k) plan (a three -year

President Michael E. Baroody. ■

rolling diversification option) or
allowing workers to sell their company stock three years after com-

[IN PUT] c o n t ' d f r o m p. 20

Q3: Yes! There should be adequate

mencing participation in the 401(k)

provisions included in federal laws and

plan or three years of service (a strict

SEC regulations to protect "whistle -blow-

three -year diversification cliff).

ers" from the wrath of executives whose

The NAM has even bigger prob-

illegal or unethical actions are revealed by

lems with the Senate bill (S. 1992)

the employee participating in the "whistle -

sponsored by Sen. Edward Kennedy

blowing" process. An ethical employee

(D.- Mass.), which it has described as

should not have to resign before "blowing

"misguided and potentially damag-

the whistle" on unethical executives.

ing to the private retirement system."
That bill hasn't reached the Senate
floor yet. It "would impose a mind-

Grover L. Porter, CPA, Ph.D.
Member, IMA Committee on Ethics
groverioorter@aol. com

Financial F o m c a s t s
& Budgets
PFP Provides The Flexibility, Power
and Presentation Quality Needed
To Tame Your Toughest Projects
Pro - formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully- integrated, easy -to -use
model, designed to help you prepare
complete financial forecasts and
budgets within a very short
timeframe.
Runs in Excel. All formulas are included
and all commands have been automated
Free telephone support — forever.

The financial
forecasting model
r

P►us
Modula

$599
$899

r

r
r r

— The Bottom Line

Balance Sheets
Ratio Analysis

(800)567 -4500
www.pendock.com

Income
Cost of

Ove rh ead s c he 7 Salsa low S is
Overhead Analysis
Cash Flow Schedule

Pendock Mallarn ltd.

by low interest rates on 30 -year Trea-

r

"A real winner"

Standard $399

sion programs negatively impacted
suries. "Nonetheless," Coleman con-

boggling array of complex new

Changes in
Financial Position
Consolidations
Fixed Asset Budget

Bank Credit Line
Letters of Credit

Variance Analysis
Business Valuations
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BY KARL E . R E I C H A R D T , C M A , . A N D

S H R I N K I N G ?
D AVI D L . S C H R O E D E R

D e s p i t e a r e c e s s i on a r y e c on omy i n 2 0 0 1 , IMA members reported a 6% growth in average compensation figures over 2000. The average salary and average total compensation of $79,019 and $90,145 are statistically significant increases over the figures reported in 2000. This continues a trend from 1992 where,
statistically, a significant increase in average compensation has occurred in odd - numbered years following no
Statistics describing the "average" IMA member in
statistically significant increase in even - numbered years.
Table
2 show the relative stability of the IMA member Salaries of those members with certifications continued
ship -there are no statistical differences in 2001 for
to outpace salaries of those without certification, a conthe factors reported as compared to 2000. One historisistent trend over the last 12 surveys.
cal trend that we have tracked over the years in this
Most IMA members (88%) received salary increases
survey has been the difference between male and
ranging from $200 to $85,000, with the average amount
female members. While we and the IMA do not believe
being $5,601. The average salary increase for men was
that compensation should be different for men and
$5,807, while that for women was $5,159, a difference
women if all other factors are equal, the data in these
that is statistically significant.
surveys show that there is a gender gap in compensaThese data emerge from the 13th annual salary survey
conducted on behalf of the Institute of
Management Accountants and Strategic
Table L COMPARISON OF UNIVARIATE STATISTICS FOR 1997-2001
tify changes, and track trends regarding
the compensation and demographics of
the IMA membership, appropriate comparisons are made between this year's
results and those of the prior 12 surveys.'
Comparisons of the univariate statistics for the five most recent salary surveys
are presented in Table 1. While the ranges
aren't the highest they have ever been, the
other four measures (mean, median, 20th
and 80th percentiles) are the highest they
have ever been. The increases for these
measures range from a low of 6.6% to a
high of 9.1 %, all of which are statistically
significant for 2001.

Range

Years

Mean

Median

20th
80th
percentile percentile

Average Salary
2001

$12,000 to $500,000

$79,019

$71,606

$52,000

$100,000

2000

$18,750 to $760,000

$74,405

$67,000

$48,000

$92,000

1999

$15,000 to $650,000

$71,912

$64,000

$46,000

$90,000

1998

$15,000 to $423,000

$65,363

$60,000

$43,000

$82,500

199 7

$13,000 to $400,000

$64,344

$58,000

$40,000

$80,000

2

U
2

5
W

Average Total Compensation
2001

$20,000 to $670,000

$90,145

$77,930

$55,000

$113,000

2000

$18,750 to $760,000

$84,580

$72,000

$50,400

$106,000

1999

$15,000 to $685,000

$82,439

$68,300

$49,000

$103,000

1998

$15,000 to $475,000

$74,241

$63,434

$45,000

$95,000

1997

$14,400 to $945,000

$73,926

$61,000

$42,000

$93,000

5
W

a

Finance. In order to provide insight, iden-
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tion. Thus, in an attempt to isolate why this discrepancy occurs, we highlight some of the following differences that exist.
• Women members are younger than men (40 vs. 43).
• Wh i l e 4 3 % of the membership have advanced degrees,
only 32% of the women have an advanced degree as
compared to 4 7 % of the men.
• The proportion of women without professional certification of any kind(43 %) isgreater than that of men(33 %).
• In terms of experience, women have been in the field
less time than men (12.8 vs. 17.0years), have had less
time in their position (3.3 vs. 4.5years), and have been
with their employer a shorter time(6.2 vs. 8.2years).
• While the proportion of women and men in middle
management is the same(40%), there are more
women in entry-level positions (24% vs. 11 %, 15%
overall), and there are fewer women in top- /seniorlevel positions(32% vs. 45%,41% overall).
♦ Fewer women than men are married (68% vs. 85%).
♦ Women support fewer children than men do(.8 vs. 1.3).

Talfle 2: "AVERAGE" IMA MEMBER
2001

2000

1999

Median age

42

42

41

Female

32%

32%

30%

Male

68%

68%

70%

Bacca laureate

98%

99%

98%

Advanced

43%

43%

42%

Current position

4

4

4

Current employer

8

8

7

15.7

15

14.5

Degrees

Years of Experience

In field
Family Status
Married

80%

78%

80%

Spouse employed outside home

67%

68%

70%

Percent with children

58%

57%

59%

1.2

1.2

1.2

Average number of children
Certification Percentages
Any certification

63%

62%

62%

CMA certifica tion

40%

37 %

36%

CPA certification

37%

38%

37%

6%

4%

4°%

CFM certification
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female members vs. 6 0 % for married male members. The
average household income for married members is
$121,942,which is a 6.3% increase over the amount
reported for 2000 and is statistically significant. The
household income for married men
exceeds that of married women ($122,596
vs. $120,091),but this difference in house 1998
1997
41
41
hold income by gender isn't statistically sig31%
33%
nificant. In fact, this is the third year in a
69%
67%
row that the differences in household
income by gender have not been statistical 98%
98%
ly significant. Yet the
in these
2001
2000
(9%
41%
42%
amounts in
from
for mar ried women and 5.4% for married men)
4
4
are statistically significant.
7
7
The household income of married
14.5
13.8
members can be analyzed and compared
in several different ways: single vs. dual
77%
78%
income in total, single vs. dual income by
71%
72%
children vs. no children, single vs. dual
57%
56%
income by gender, and then by all of the
1.1
1.1
variables— single vs. dual income by children vs. no children by gender. Obviously,
59%
58%
the average household income of married
33%
32%
members with dual incomes of $126,329
37%
37%
exceeds that of $113,079 for married
2%
2%
members with single incomes; this difference is statistically significant. The houseincreases

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Household income, defined as the member's total compensation (salary plus additional compensation) plus the
salary of the member's spouse, has been tracked in this

study since 1991.Remember that members who are single, divorced, or widowed, as well as some who are married, will not have any income from a spouse. For these
members, the household income will be synonymous
with total compensation.
The household income for all IMA members increased
6.6% to $112,110 in 2001 from 2000.While the spouses
of women members earn more than the spouses of the
men ($59,449 vs. $39,995),the household income for
male members averages $115,830 as compared to
$104,160 for female members. These amounts represent
increases of 5.6% and 8.9 %,respectively, over the
amounts reported in 2000.The differences in household
income by gender as well as the increases in 2001 from
2000 are statistically significant.
A greater proportion of the male members are married
(85% vs. 68%),a fact that's consistent with prior years.
Furthermore, this difference in the proportion of men and
women members who are married is statistically significant. The proportion of spouses who work outside the

_W om en

=

M e n

Dual- Income
Dual- Income,NoKids
Dual- Income,WithKids
Single- Income
Single- Income,NoKids
Single- Income,WithKids

$0

30,000

hold income of married members (single- and dual income households combined) with children exceeds that
of married members (single -and dual- income households
combined) with no children ($122,480 vs. $120,772).
This is exactly the reverse from last year, but, as in 2000,
this difference is not statistically significant.
The average household income of dual - income married members with no kids (referred to as DINKS) is less
than that of dual- income married members with kids
($123,224 vs. $128,033),and this difference is statistically
significant. For the past two years(1999 and 2000),the
average household income of DINKS has been greater
than that of dual- income married members with children. But average household income of single- income
married members with no kids is greater than that of single- income married members with kids($114,763 vs.
$112,394),which is consistent with 2000 (but opposite of
1999).This year the difference isn't statistically significant. When household income is examined by gender, the
average household income for men exceeds that of
women in both the dual- income and single- income situations. For dual- income married members (with and without children), the average household income for men is
$127,740 vs.that for women of $123,769.For single income married members (with and without children),
the average household income for men is $115,157 vs.
that for women of $96,042.Both of these differences in
household income by gender are statistically significant.
A complete breakdown of household income of married members by single vs. dual income, by children and
no children, and by gender is provided graphically in Figure 1. In each case, the average household income of men

60,000

90,000

110,000

exceeds that of women — whether it's dual vs. single
income, with or without children. The greatest differences
are in the single- income category where men with children earn almost $30,000 more than women with children ($114,503 vs. $84,515),and men without children
earn more than $11,000 more than women without children ($117,031vs. $105,861).These differences in single income households by gender are statistically significant.
While the "gender gap" is very evident here, the good
news is that the differences in these same values last year
were more than $38,000 and $54,000,respectively, indicating that the gender gap may be shrinking some.
The differences by gender are much smaller when
household income for dual- income families with and
without children is examined. The dual income of male
members with children is about $2,700 more than that of
female members with children ($128,948 vs. $126,174),
but this amount is not statistically significant, and it is
down about $6,200 from 2000.The family income of male
DINKS is greater than the family income of female
DINKS by about $5,000 ($125,275 vs. $120,170),and
again this difference isn't statistically significant. This
result is exactly opposite from both 1999 and 2000 when
the average household income of female DINKS was
greater than that of male DINKS.
C O M P E N S A T I O N AN D
CERTIFICATION
The average salary and average total compensation of
those with certification are $84,505 and $97,190,respectively, as compared with $69,514 and $77,938,respectively, for those with no certification. These differences in
June 2002
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MAL E /F E MAL E

COMPENSATION

men's is smaller than the same average salary percentages for all age

A comparison of the average salaries of women and men for the most

categories. This result reinforces an earlier statement that the gender

recent five -year period (1997 -2001) of this survey is shown in Figure 2.

gap for total compensation is greater than that for salary only.

The $67,071 average salary of women in 2001 is significantly less than

When the number of women and men in each age category of Figure 3

the $84,602 average salary for men —this is consistent with the results

is examined, a greater proportion of women (48.6 %) fall into the first

of the first 12 years of this study when the "gender gap" in salaries for

two age categories (20 -39 inclusive) than the proportion of men

IMA members was first reported. But further analysis of this year's data

(37.3 %). The proportions are almost equal for the 40 -49 age category

reflects that the gender gap for average salary decreased in 2001. The

(37.8% for women vs. 36.8% for men), but more men are in the last two

difference between women's and men's average salary in 2001 was

age categories than women (25.9% vs. 13.6 %). This observation con-

$17,531 —the only time in the past five
-

firms that women in the sample are

years that this difference was below

younger than men, and this is statistically
M

$100,000

significant. While this result helps explain

11111111H . .

W....en

$18,000. When women's salary is stated
as a percentage of men's, the resulting
79.3% for 2001 is the highest it has been

why men may earn more than women
(because they are older), it doesn't explain

80,000

in the past five years. While the increase
in average salary for this year was over
6 %, as mentioned previously, the average

why the averages within each age category
60,000

differ so greatly.
One possible reason for the differences

40,000

salary of women increased 9.4% while
that of men increased only 5.0 %.
Similar results occur when the average

in compensation by gender within age cat20,000

egories might be traced to the number of
years in the field —the longer a person has

0

total compensation of women and men is

been in the field, the greater the compen-

compared. The average total compensa-

sation. This possibility was examined by

tion of women ($74,111) is less than that of men ($97,638) by

looking at the average years in field by age category. The average years

$23,527. This amount is statistically significant even though it is the

in the field were almost identical for the first two age categories (20 -29

lowest difference for the five -year period of 1997 -2001. Although

was the same; 30 -39 was different by 0.1 years). But, the difference in

women's total compensation stated as a percentage of men's is 75.9 %,

the number of years in field was 3.0 years for the 40 -49 age category

representing the highest it has been over the most recent past five

and 4.7 years for the 50 -59 age category. One possible reason for the

years, this percentage is about four percentage points lower than the

difference in the average years in the field for women in these older age

same percentage for average salary. Thus, while the gender gap based

categories might be attributed to women who have left the field for

on total compensation narrowed in 2001, the existing gap is greater for

maternity leave. Thus, years in the field might explain some of the rea-

total compensation than it is for average salary.

sons for the gender gap.

Further confirmation of the gender gap is presented in Figure 3, a

The data presented in Figure 3 were further examined by looking at

comparison of the average salary and average total compensation by

the management level of the respondents in the age categories. The

age category for women and men. The compensation of women is less

proportion of women holding top- and senior -level management posi-

than that of men for all five age categories, and these differences in

tions in all of the age categories was less than that of men (women

compensation are statistically significant. Women's salary stated as a

percentages for the five age categories, starting at the youngest: 4 %,

percentage of men's is closest for the first two age categories
(82.3% for 20 -29 and 88.2% for 30 -39), but in the last three
age categories it's lower than the overall average of 79.3%
reported above (range of 74.1% to 77.0 %).
The same pattern is true for total compensation —women are
closer to men at the entry -level decade and the next decade

Figure3: SALARY AND TOTAL
$120,000r

IR

WomenSalary

I

1

WomenTotal

I

■ Men Salary

GENDER
MenTotal

100,000
80,000

after that (79.9% for 20 -29 and 85.2% for 30 -39), but the percentage drops off for the last three decades of the average
career (range of 70.5% to 77.7 %). We can make two observa-

60,000
40.000

tions from these figures. First, the gender gap in compensation
is less up to age 39 and then increases in the upper age cate-

20,000

gories. Second, women have less additional compensation than
men because women's total compensation as a percentage of
28
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19-29

30.39

4049

50.59

60+

The last column of this table shows women's

Table 3: COMPENSATION COMPARISONS BY YEARSIN THE FIELD
All

Men

Women

compensation as a percent of men's, and the per -

Women as a
percent of men

centage for average salary is greater than 84% for
the first three categories and then drops below 80%

Average Salary
$61,468

87.4%

once the years in field exceed 15. The same pattern

[180]

$67,709

87.2%

exists for average total compensation. Further note

[212]

$77,099

84.8%

that when the percentages of women's compensa-

[188]

$88,628

78.5%

tion as a percent of men's are compared for average

[444]

$90,020

79.4%

salary and average total compensation, the percent -

1 to 5

$56,893

[117]

$65,109

[147]

6 to 10

$61,985

[106]

$71,056

11 to 15

$69,401 [130]

$81,820

15 to 20

$75,437

$96,065

More than 20

$73,997

[106]
[85]

$93,220

age for average salary is less than average total

Average Total Compensation
1 to 5

$61,661 [117]

$72,901 [147]

$67,919

84.6%

compensation for each of the "years -in- field" cate-

6 to 10

$67,917

[106]

$78,729

[180]

$74,712

86.3%

gories. This result further supports the earlier state -

11 to 15

$76,358

[130]

$93,483

[212]

$86,974

81.7%

ment that men seem to have more opportunities for

15 to 20

$84,655

[106]

$112,020

[188]

$102,154

75.6%

additional compensation than women.

More than 20

$83,398

[85]

$109,717

[444]

$105,349

76.0%

There is some good news from this table, however.
As noted above, women's compensation as a per-

Num ber of responses shown in brackets.

cent of men's is greater than 84% and above the
27 %, 31 %, 38 %, 25 %; same respective categories for men: 16 %, 29 %,

overall average of 79% for the first three categories or up to 15 years of

43 %, 57 %, 53 %). At the same time, a greater proportion of the women

service in the field. These data would indicate that there is less of a

were in the lower /entry -level management positions than were the men

gender gap for the more recent hires than for those who have been in

(women percentages for the five age categories, starting at the

the field for

youngest: 70 %, 30 %, 17 %, 13 %, 25 %; same respective categories for

gender gap is narrowing.

I

a

longer period of time, providing further evidence that the

men: 43 %, 23 %, 12 %, 9 %, 6 %). The differences by age and management level are statistically significant. In addition, the differences in
compensation by gender, age category, and management level are statistically significant. From this closer examination of the underlying

How the Survey Was Conducted

data from Figure 3, we can conclude that one of the reasons for the
gender gap is management level: Women do not occupy as many of the

The salary s urvey was mailed during November 2001

higher -level management positions that yield the higher compensation

to a random sample of 4,853 IM A members . T h e

as do men.

sample was s elected to repres ent the geographic mem-

Table 3 is a further examination of years in the field by gender. This

bership

of IM A

in the United States . The ques tion-

table differs from prior years because the "years -in- field" categories

naire packet included a return envelope and a s eparate

have been restructured to be ranges of five years. In addition, the "less

pos tc ard to indic ate return of the survey. A follow -up

than one year' category has been deleted for two reasons. First, there

survey was s ent in December 2001 to thos e who had

were six individuals who were in the field less than one year who had
compensation in excess of $100,000. While people may switch or enter
fields during their careers, one would normally not expect them to start

not returned the pos tc ard f rom the f irs t mailing. T he
sample size was selected to allow for a 95% c onfidence
level

in the field with such a large salary. In this case, these individuals were
obviously switching fields, but they weren't new, young, or inexperienced
individuals. Thus, they were omitted from the data for this table only and

of es timating

t he population mean wit hin plus or

minus 3% based on expected return rates .
A total

of 1,905

questionnaires was returned, yield-

Of this

num ber,

not from the database for other tables. Second, this category was

ing an overall response rate of 39 %.

very small this year, with only 13 observations after removing the prior

there were 1,738 us able questionnaires representing

mentioned six.

36%

Table 3 shows that average compensation increases for each of the

of persons surveyed.

This response rate allows

for a 95% confidence level f or all data on the survey

"years - in - field" categories for women, men, and both (except for the

because those persons res ponding to the s urvey repre-

over -20 -years category). Also note that the average compensation for

s ented t he IMA members hip prop ortionately f or thos e

women is less than that of men in each of the "years -in- field" cate-

demographi c s mai ntained b y I MA.

gories, and this difference in compensation by gender is statistically
significant.
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shown

*

*

compensation are consistent with
No CMA
Both CMA
the results of all prior 12 years of
Age Range
All
or CPA
CMA
CPA
and CPA
this study and statistically are significant. The importance of certiAve rage Salary
19 -29
[114]
fication to compensation by age
$51,505 $47,953 $53,747 $55,071 $57,129
3
0
3
9
[523]
category is presented in Table 4.
$72,066 $63,915 $78,327 $67,367 $83,805
40 -49
[578]
For all age categories except
$85,104 $74,171 $91,506 $89,064 $93,513
50 -59
[286]
"60- and - over," the average com$86,322 $75,549 $88,564 $101,817 $91,009
60
a
nd
o
ver
[57]
pensation of individuals with no
$82,451 $86,010
$79,099 $75,633
Average total Compensation
CMA/CPA is less than the aver19 -29
[114]
age for all people and less than
$55,085 $51,489 $59,720 $57,571 $60,275
30 -39
[523]
the averages presented in the
$80,860 $70,938 $85,951 $74,504 $98,303
40 -49
[578]
three columns with certification
$98,995 $85,404 $106,938 $103,211 $110,122
5
0
5
9
[286]
(CMA, CPA, and both CMA and
$99,236 $85,833 $99,200 $120,897 $105,700
60 and over [57]
CPA). This anomaly of those
$92,856 $97,533
$85,884 $91,033
Data not reported to protect confidentiality.
Nu m b er o f r e s p o n s e s
without certification earning
i n b ra ck et s.
more than those with certification for those in the "60- and - over" category has never
Some employers reward their employees with salary
occurred this extensively before. In this group, both the
increases when they complete a certification exam. For
average salary and average total compensation of those
this year, 13% of the CMAs and 20% of the CPAs report without certification is greater than the average of all
ed receiving salary increases. The modal value for comrespondents and greater than the CPA and both
pleting the CMA exam was $2,000 while there were two
CMA/CPA columns (there were too few responses to
modes for completing the CPA exam - $1,000 and
$5,000.The median value for the salary increment is
include amounts in the CMA column).
Of course, the "60 -and- over" category is the smallest
slightly larger for completing the CMA as compared to
category with only about 4 % of respondents, and there
the CPA ($2,500 vs. $2,000).Likewise, the mean of the
have been instances where persons with no certification
salary increment is about $300 greater for CMAs ($3,874
for a category earned more than some reporting certificavs. $3,539 for CPAs). All of these percentages and
tion. For example, those reporting no certification in the
amounts are within the ranges observed in prior years.
50 -59 category had total compensation greater than those
While the number of members with the CFM certificawith a CMA in 2000;no certification for 60 and over had
tion has grown to almost 6%, there still are not enough
average salary and/or average total compensation greater
observations to generate many statistics, primarily
1996
1998.
than those with the CPA in both
and
because many of the persons with the CFM also hold
other certificates (i.e., CMA an /or CPA). Some CFM
Note that the average compensation for CMAs is
greater than that for CPAs in some age categories while
holders (13%), however, have received salary increments
the reverse is true in other age categories. The same
for completing the certification -the average being
$4,355,which is greater than the average increment
applies for those holding both the CMA and CPA as
compared with those holding only the CMA or the CPA.
granted for completing the CMA or CPA.
There is no real pattern, and this result has been the case
in prior years. As with prior years, there is no statistical
CO M P EN S AT IO N AND DE GR EE S
significance among those who hold the CMA, CPA, or
Members would expect their compensation to increase as
both certifications (CMA and CPA).
they earned more advanced degrees. This expectation is
As has been true in prior years, women are less likely to
borne out by the average compensation figures presented
hold certification (33% vs. 43%),but this statistic has
in Table 5.The differences in both average salary and
dropped from 49% in 1997 (the first time this statistic was
average total compensation by degree level are statistically
tracked). While fewer women than men have the CMA
significant.
(33% vs. 44 %) and fewer women than men have the CPA
Salary increments are often given for advanced
(36% vs. 37%), the proportion of women with these certifidegrees - especially doctorates because this degree is
cations continues to increase.
required for entering academe. This year 42 % (of a small
30
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$83,592 [965]
$98,824 [701]
$105,301 [36]

Num ber of responses shown in brackets

sample) received salary increments ranging from $5,000 to
$65,000,resulting in a mean of $23,000,and these percentages and amounts are greater than in prior years.
The values for a master's degree are smaller, with only
20 % receiving salary increments ranging from $500 to
$60,000 and a mean of $9,707.This proportion of individuals receiving salary increments for completing a master's degree is the greatest ever reported (13 % -18% in
prior years), and the mean also is a new record (previous
high was $8,709 in 1999).

Number of People
1 to 9

C O M P E N S A T I O N BY F I R M S I Z E ,
SI C AREA
Since this study was introduced in 1989, we have tracked
average salary by two size factors - number of employees
at one location and number of individuals employed by
the entire organization. There has never been a consistent
pattern in these data, and Table 6 again reflects this randomness. For instance, the average salary for the first
three size categories for the location data has a range of
$12- a n insignificant amount. The highest
average salary for the location categories is

Employed at
Location
Average
Salary
$75,668 [124]

10 to 24

$75,663 [1091

$66,700

25 to 99

$75,675 [384]

$72,998 [198]

100 to 499

$78,018 [575]

$76,946 [354]

500 to 999

$84,647

195]

$83,121 146]

1,000 to 2,499

$82,203 [178]

$81,109 [172]

2,500 to 4,999

$80,066

[76]

$78,590 [123]

5,000 plus

$90,922

[871

$82,293 [599]

examined, the highest - ranking category is the
organizations that employ 500 -999 in the
entire organization followed by those that
employ 5,000 -plusemployees. In the past,
when there was a significant increase in
salary, for example, 1997 and 1999,the average salary for all size categories for both the
location and entire organization would be
greater than the prior year. This is almost true
for 2001 with all size categories exceeding last
year's figures except for 2,500 -4,999 for location and 10 -24for the entire organization.
Average compensation by SIC (standard
industry code) is presented in Table 7.Note
that the Service industry is shown in total (Services -all) and then broken down into four

(531

Num ber of res pons es shown in brack ets.

COMPENSATION

the 5,000 -pluscategory followed by the 500999 category. When the entire organization is

Employed In
Entire Organization
Average
Salary
$76,859 [791

Average
Salary

SIC

Average Total
Compensation

Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries

$81,918

181

$96,720

Mining

$74,667

[121

$93,165

[121

Contract Construction

$81,101

[501

$102,969

[501

[

[36]

18]

Manufacturing

$80,633 [635]

$92,007 [635]

Transportation, Communications,
and Utility Services

$77,775 [134]

$90,003 [134]

Wholesale and Retail Trade

$78,676

$91,563

137]

[

$86,031 [701]
$95,887

137]

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate $82,285 [165]

$96,992 [165]

$78,360 [466]

$87,357 [466]

Medical /Health services

$70,887

[681

$79,933

[68]

Educational services

$72,012

[91]

$76,233

[91]

Public Accounting

$77,500 [109]

$83,841 [109]

Other service SIC codes

$84,429

Services (all)

197]

$96,445

Government

$65,098

[63]

$66,601

[631

Nonclassifiable

$76,132

[46]

$84,376

[461

[

Master's
Doctorate

[

$73,733 [965]

[

$68,849 [30]

[

Baccalaureate

[30]

smaller classifications. The Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
classification ranks first overall for average salary and second for average total compensation -this SIC classification
has consistently ranked at (first for both measures in 1991,
1996,and first for average total compensation in 2000)or
near the top in most prior studies. If the subclassifications
are used for the Services SIC area, then the "Other Service"
SIC classification within Services has the highest average
salary in 2001 even though the entire Services SIC ranks
sixth when it is treated as a single classification. For total
compensation, Contract Construction has the highest average -the only time it has ranked first in one of the compensation measures since 1992. Asin prior years,
Government has the lowest average compensation figures.

[

Less than baccalaureate $61,903

Average Total
Compensation

[

Highest Degree

Average
Salary

197]

Num ber of respons es shown in brack ets.
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Table-8: AVER-AGE SALARYBY STATE
Average
Salary

Standard
Deviation

[301

$76,724

$32,612

14681

84,792

30,722

[77]

Maine

56,755

17,516

[13]

Massachusetts

93,937

56,587

[42]

Indiana

74,913

26,630

(47]

Iowa

74,964

52,827

[311

New Hampshire

86,113

29,938

[8]

Michigan

78,867

34,266

[83]

Rhode Island

91,000

Vermont

74,200

40,480

[5]

Minnesota

72,378

27,954

[48]

17,612

151

Missouri

70,444

27,545

[30]

$81,691

$47,279

[341]

Ohio

77,448

31,093

[83]

Delaware

74,571

22,508

[71

Maryland

76,794

27,574

[16]

New Jersey

94,556

59,726

[74]

New York

75,953

35,260

Pennsylvania

74,126

34,924

[1211

Virginia

84,017

64,903

[41]

Mid- Atlantic Region

Washington, D.C.

70]

Midwest Region
Illinois

72,048

30,924

[691

$70,712

$32,655

[130]

Kansas

75,558

48,528

[24]

Nebraska

53,908

17,018

[18]

Wisconsin
Plains Region

North Dakota
Oklahoma

137,500

68,602

[8]

South Dakota

West Virginia

69,550

34,727

[4]

Texas

South Region

$76,245

$33,647

[302]

Alabama

72,766

25,474

[27]

Arkansas

61,200

17,488

[71

Florida

72,206

35,292

Georgia

85,542

44,426

Kentucky

63,547

Louisiana
Mississippi

1

]

[1031

48,886

[

$48,175

68,792

24,545

[12]

74,301

29,447

[74]

1

]

$88,843
98,425

Northeast Region
Connecticut

[

Standard
Deviation

[

Average
Salary

$76,284

$36,928

[82]

Arizona

75,181

22,105

[22]

Colorado

80,179

50,646

[33]

[511

Idaho

84,640

14,445

[37]

Montana

22,887

[271

Nevada

79,633

40,166

[15]

New Mexico

74,500

35,882

[6]

North Carolina

79,278

27,069

[65]

South Carolina

75,891

38,677

[33]

Tennessee

81,491

34,508

[34]

Number of responses shown in brackets

Mountain Region

Utah

63,113

17,862

[8]

78,755

34,790

1101
111

$85,300

$35,924

[1]

Wyoming
West Coast Region

[51
[2]

[225]

Alaska

63,211

13,308

[61

California

94,285

37,608

[142]

Hawaii

81,000

51,259

[5]

Oregon

73,265

23,014

[26]

Washington

67,714

26,892

[46]

. Data not reported to protect confidentiality

COMPENSATION

BY

RESPONSIBILITY.

REGION,

AND

POSITION

The 50 states and Washington, D.C., have been categorized into seven

often associated with executive levels (i.e., general management and

logical regions. Table 8 shows the average salary and standard deviation

finance) rank at the top of the list, while the areas usually associated

for each of the seven regions as well as for each of the states within

with entry -level /lower levels of management (i.e., cost accounting and

each region. The average salary increased from 4.1% to 16.7% in five

general accounting) rank near the bottom. The average salary

regions, while the average salary decreased 2.7% and 3.5 %, respective-

increased in 2001 from 2000 for all of the responsibility areas except

ly, for the Plains and Mountain regions. The Northeast, West Coast, and

information systems, while average total compensation increased in

Mid - Atlantic regions ranked first through third -these have been the con-

2001 for all but risk management, information systems, and public

sistently top- ranked regions in the past (e.g., 1997 - 1999). Last year,

accounting.

the Mountain region had the largest average salary, but it dropped back
to fifth in 2001. The differences in average salary from 2000 to 2001

32

Compensation by major responsibility area is presented in Table 9 in
decreasing order by average salary. Those responsibility areas most

Respondents were also asked to select the job title that most
closely represents their position within their organization. Table 10 is

are statistically significant for the Northeast, Midwest, and West Coast

an attempt to put these 42 job titles into five classifications - top -level

regions.

management, senior management, middle management, lower /entry-
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Average
Salary
Top -Level Management

Average Total
Compensation

$103,033 [323] $126,206 [323]

Average
Salary
Middle Management

Average Total
Compensation

$78,343 [657]

Partner

168,385

13

181,154

[13]

Director

97,477

95

Senior Vice President

140,250

7

188,750

[7]

Divisional Controller

93,645

101

Executive Vice President

139,696

8

207,836

[8]

General Manager

88,711

22

Principal

121,840

5

136,919

[5]

Manager

4,280

231

Chief Financial Officer

104,026

182

Plant Controller

71,819

82

Corporate Treasurer

125,707 [182]

$87,493 [657]
110,672

[951

109,546 [1011
98,120

[22]

81,715 [231]
78,995

[821

127,312

[231

Asst. Corporate Controller

69,343

55

77,424

[551

20

97,795

[20]

General Supervisor

62,778

9

63,889

[91

Chief Executive Officer

83,940

10

130,830

[10]

Supervisor

55,622

39

58,755

[39]

Owner

83,649

49

103,271

[491

Chief Accountant

52,408

23

55,123

[231

Corporate Secretary

77,808

6

101,605

[6]

Senior Management

84,137

311

94,828 [311]

Lower Management/
Entry Level

Group Vice President

2

[2]

Divisional Vice President

2

Vice President

1

[1]

[2]

Programmer

2

[2]

[1]

Systems Analyst

67,504

14

[651

Financial Analyst

61,032

126

*

Assistant Vice President

91,906

16

99,175

[161

Auditor

60,954

26

Consultant

87,569

42

93,908

[42]

Senior Accountant

52,162

104

Corporate Controller

72,669

183

80,139 [183]

*

Economist
*

$59,998 [329]

132,657

1

109,990

$56,093 [329]

65

*

Group President

*

23

84,550

*

102,313

President

72,510

[14]

64,774 [126]
69,934

[261

55,409 [1041

Staff Accountant

46,607

56

48,510

[56]

Academic Positions

$67,694

[681

$73,014

[681

*

2

Professor

87,962

13

101,985

[131

Administrator

67,620

10

70,250

[10]

Associate Professor

66,692

17

70,371

[17]

Assistant Professor

59,686

12

60,541

[121

42,353

10

44,233

[101

$63,429

[41]

72,158

[41]

[21

.

Dean

COMPENSATION

'

I

Average
Salary

Average Total
Compensation

4

*

Department Chair

Table

[41

General Management

$98,954 [224]

$120,619 [224]

Finance

$90,973 [253]

$107,285 [253]

Risk Management

$83,521

Budgeting and Planning

$82,066 [1051

$91,860 [105]

Taxation

$80,786

[24]

$86,776

[241

Information Systems

$79,157

[67]

$86,124

[67]

Internal Auditing

$77,273

[31)

$87,299

[311

Public Accounting

$76,400

[84]

$83,479

[841

Corporate Accounting

$75,837 [4381

$86,619 [438]

ture. The average compensation figures for the four management lev-

Education

$72,326

[621

$78,039

[62]

els (academic excluded), however, do increase by rank.

Government Accounting

$69,147

[40]

$70,388

[40]

The averages for both salary and total compensation for the four

Cost Accounting

$68,194 [141]

$76,557 [141]

management classifications increased in 2001 over the amounts in

Personnel Accountin.

*

General Accounting

$93,421

[7]

[4]

(41

$63,200 [244]

$68,279 [244]

Data not reported to protect confidentiality.
Number of responses shown in brackets.

Instructor
Average Other
*

[71

Data not reported to protect confidentiality.
Number of responses shown in brackets.

2000, but the only one that was statistically significant was for middle
management (increases in 2001 over 2000 of 5.5% and 5.6% for average salary and average total compensation, respectively). The increases
in the top -level management compensation figures were small at 2.1%
for average salary and 1.4% for average total compensation. The

level management, and academic-and show the average compensa-

increases for senior -, middle -, and lower /entry -level management clas-

tion for each of the job titles as well as for the five classifications.

sifications were much higher, ranging from 5.5% to 7.5 %. The averages

These five classifications may not be completely accurate because job

for the academic positions decreased in 2001 by 4.0% for average

titles aren't uniform across all organizations and often vary depending

salary and 2.4% for average total compensation over the same aver -

on the size and complexity of the organization's management struc-

ages in 2000.
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A comparison of the average compensation figures with
those in 2000 provides further confirmation that average
salaries are up in 2001.The averages for 2001 for all of the
SIC as well as the subcategories of the Services area are
greater than 2000 except for Government and the Nonclassifiable Area. This means the average compensation for
Educational Services within the Services area shows an
increase (Table 10), while the average compensation for the
academic responsibility area as a whole (see Table 8)
decreased in 2001.But the SIC Educational Services is a
broader classification including more employers and
observations than the academic responsibility area in Table
8 that is restricted to college and university positions.
ALTERNATIVE

CAREER

PATHS

For the past several years, we've examined the desire for
alternative career paths through three questions:
(1) Respondents were asked to provide a percentage by
which they would be willing to reduce their hours
worked with a proportional decrease in compensation if
such an option were provided by their employer.(2)If
appropriate, respondents were asked to choose between a
career path allowing more flexible (rigid) work hours
providing more (less) time for family commitments but
resulting in slower (faster) career advancement.
(3) Respondents were asked about any career interruption that they might have experienced. These issues have
been tracked in total, by gender, and by marital status
(both with and without children).
Only 36 % of the respondents were willing to take
advantage of reducing their hours worked with a proportional decrease in compensation if such an option were
provided by their employer, which is within the same
range experienced since 1996 (35% -45 %).The most
common percentages offered by these individuals were
5 % by 12% of the respondents, 10% by 38 % of the
respondents, and 20% by 24% of the respondents —all of
which are consistent with last year —with a mean percentage of 15.8% (range of 15.7 to 16.2 for 1998 - 2000).
From a gender standpoint, 4 7 % of the women are likely to want to reduce their hours /compensation as compared to only 32 % of the men. This result is consistent
with prior years(1997 -2000)where the range for women
has been 45 % -60% vs. 30% -44% for men. In addition,
the mean for the reduction in hours /compensation of
17.6% for women exceeds the mean of 14.6% for men,
also consistent with prior years (range of 17.8% -18.3%
for women vs. 14.0% - 14.9% for men covering 19982000).These differences by gender with respect to the
34
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selection of the option and the percentage amount of the
reduction are statistically significant.
We examined the reduction in hours /compensation for
several other demographics. For members with children
vs. those without children, those with children had a higher mean for the reduction in hours /compensation (16.8%
vs. 15.7 %).By age category, the lowest mean percentage
was for the 40 -49 age category(14.3%), and the highest
was the 20 -29 age category(17.4 %).One possible read on
this result is that those 40 -49 are in mid - career trying to
get to senior -/top- management positions or need as much
money as possible to finance the college education of their
children, while those in the 20 -29age category want time
off from working so hard trying to get to the next management level or may want more time to spend with their
infant children. When management level is considered, the
mean percentage was lowest in the middle- management
category(15.3%) and increased with both the senior- and
top- management levels(15.8% and 16.2%,respectively).
Thus, the higher a person gets in the organization, the
greater the desire for more leisure and personal time once
he /she has achieved a certain amount of success.
Examined by marital status, 3 6 % of the single members wanted to reduce their hours /compensation by a
mean amount of 14.3%,which again is consistent with
the past three years. For married members, 37% (34% in
2000)wanted to reduce their hours /compensation by a
mean amount of 16.1% (16.0% in 2000).When we examined this factor for married members with respect to
single- vs. dual- income and children vs. no children, the
smallest reduction percentage is reported by single income married members with children (13.2%), and the
largest is by single- income married members without
children (19.0 %).Thus, those single- income households
with children need the income while those without children can afford more time off for leisure /personal time.
For dual- income married members, those with children
want a greater reduction in hours /compensation to spend
more time with their families than the DINKS (16.8% vs.
16.0%), who appear to be more career minded.
With respect to career advancement (i.e., a career path
allowing more flexible (rigid) work hours providing more
(less) time for family commitments but resulting in slower (faster) career advancement), 6 3 % of the respondents
thought that this was relevant to them — almost the same
as last year (64% in 2000).For those who thought this
was relevant, 79 % prefer the flexible /slower advancement
career path, which is exactly the same as last year when
this was the highest percentage since this was first tracked

TOP MANAGEMENT
Women
No Degree

SENIOR MANAGEMENT

Men

Women

*

[2]

$81,044

[33]

82,621

[12]

95,550

[42]

CMA

102,800

[5]

96,829

CPA

75,333

[9]

Both CMA and CPA

70,143

[7]

$98,048

[17]

70,976

[8]

103,928

[36]

*

[3]

107,015

[33]

Baccalaureate
No CMA or CPA

Master's
No CMA or CPA
CMA

$72,000

[6]

Men
[1]

[4]

$73,586

[75]

$84,419 [117]

68,680

[30]

79,995

[82]

[23]

81,680

[15]

84,894

[27]

125,381

[51]

76,307

[18]

89,028

[18]

98,580

[20]

71,650

[12]

91,132

[20]

$107,347 [124]

$81,930

[26]

$92,756

[85]

71,985

[8]

90,313

[27]

79,962

[6]

92,905

[22]

$107,398 [136]

CPA

[3]

95,860

[25]

96,046

[7]

90,969

[16]

Both CMA and CPA

[3]

121,390

[30]

80,440

[5]

97,320

[20]

MIDDLE MANAGEMENT
Women
No Degree

$67,422

Baccalaureate

$65,456 [136]

No CMA or CPA

ENTRY -LEVEL MANAGEMENT

Men
[5]

Women
*

Men

[1]

$39,952

[5]

$72,854 [232]

$48,645

[98]

48,131

[62]

50,852

[49]

$55,603 [103]

57,589

[64]

69,244 [104]

CMA

74,465

[17]

75,998

[46]

53,558

[11]

65,079

[18]

CPA

69,747

[32]

74,271

[37]

47,800

[20]

56,899

[19]

76,820

[45]

47,600

[5]

57,815

[17]

$91,251 [209]

$59,805

[42]

$64,999

[77]

Both CMA and CPA

74,719

[23]

$82,374

[67]

No CMA or CPA

74,822

[29]

86,701

[78]

51,147

[18]

57,546

[34]

CMA

88,247

[19]

93,150

[74]

69,294

[10]

74,279

[21]

CPA

79,000

[7]

92,299

[17]

58, 767

[6]

57,893

[7]

Both CMA and CPA

93,292

[12]

96,162

[40]

68,206

[8]

72,215

[15]

Master's

* Data not reported to protect confidentiality.

AVERAGE

SALARY

Number of responses shown in brackets.

PROFILE

than their counterparts in middle management. The only case where aver -

Four of the most common defining characteristics employed in this study

age salary does not increase with management level for men is the catego-

that influence salary level are degree (baccalaureate and master's), certifi-

ry of senior management with a master's and a CPA earning less than their

cation, management level, and gender. Average salary by these four charac-

counterparts in middle management.

teristics is presented in Table 11 and permits an individual to compare

Those with master's degrees earn more than those with baccalaureate

his /her salary with those who have the same or similar attributes. These

degrees -the only exception is men in top management with a master's

comparisons should only be used for casual comparison because they are

degree and CPAs who earn less than their counterparts having only a bac-

based on subsets from the entire population that often don't have sufficient

calaureate and a CPA. Also, those with certification tend to earn more than

responses to consider all factors. If an individual with a baccalaureate

those without certification- exceptions here include top- management men

degree and a CMA works in middle management, then the average salary

with a master's and a CPA who have an average salary less than those with

from this study shows that the 17 women with this characteristic average

a master's and no CMA /CPA and women in top management with a bac-

$74,465, while the 46 men with the same characteristic average $75,998.

calaureate degree and either a CPA or the CMA /CPA combination who

As might be expected, average salaries generally increase with management level. Exceptions to this are: (1) women in top management with a

average less than those with a baccalaureate and no certification.
The only places the average salary for women exceeds that of men are

baccalaureate degree and either a CPA or a CMA /CPA combination who

master's degree with a CPA under entry -level management and under

earn less than their counterparts in senior management, (2) women in top

senior management. Interestingly, only for these two cells is the average

management with a master's degrees and no certification who earn less

years in field for women greater than that of men. In both cases, the num-

than their counterparts in both senior and middle management, and

ber of observations is small, meaning that the impact on the overall aver -

(3) women in senior management with a master's degree (all) as well as

ages is not significant. Yet, this observation provides evidence that the

those with no CMA /CPA, CMA, and combination CMA /CPA who earn less

number of years in the field also plays a part in the gender gap.
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CALCULATING

AN A V E R A G E

SALARY

and women for the top management variable is more than $8,500

A popular feature that was introduced in the first salary survey in 1989

because there are fewer women in top- management positions. At the

was the calculation of an estimated average salary, employing some of

same time, the CMA is more valuable for women, but if a man has both

the significant demographic variables tracked in the survey. Gender was

the CMA and CPA, these certifications are worth more than just the CMA

one of the significant variables. Thus, when an individual calculated

for the woman.
If you want to calculate your own "personal salary" using the factors

his /her average salary, and depending on how the regression was presented, there was a large differential either added to the calculation for

from this survey, follow the steps provided in Table 12. Obviously, you

being male or subtracted for being female (i.e., the differential has been

have to start with the appropriate column (men or women), selecting

presented both ways over the years). There has been

Table 12: ESTIMATING A SALARY LEVEL FOR IMA MEMBERS

some criticism in the past for presenting this calcula
tion, implying that it was promoting the perpetuation

Men

Women

$62,850

$60,004

ADD

21,259

12,688

ADD

6,317

If you are SENIOR -level management

that it should exist or that it should justify employers

OR

paying women less than men.

If you are ENTRY-level management

SUBTRACT 18,505

17,795

Number of years in the field

TIMES

541

373

is very different this year. There are two regressions

If you have an advanced degree

ADD

10,644

11,136

—one for women and one for men. While some of

If you hold the CMA

ADD

5,914

11,617

the significant variables are the same as in prior

If you hold the CPA

ADD

7,164

-

-

-

-

-

-

The calculation of the average salary (Table 12)

-

gap is real and exists in the business community —not

-

data in this fashion was to emphasize that the gender

OR
-

If you are TOP -level management

-

intent of the authors. The reason for presenting the

-

Start with this base figure

-

of the salary gap. This idea was the farthest from the

Your
Calculation

years, there are also some new ones that enter into
the calculation. For instance, there has been a fac-

Your Estimated Salary Level

0

for for top management (addition), entry -level management (subtraction), number of years in field (addition), advanced

the base figure and making the additions /deductions as they apply to

degree (addition), and professional certification (addition), as well as

you. Remember to multiply the number of years you have spent in the

the figure for the starting base salary. This year, certification has been

field times the appropriate value. This regression analysis predicts up to

replaced by CMA (both women and men), CPA (men only), and senior

20% of the variability in salaries for women from the demographic vari-

management (men only). Thus, women have two fewer variables than

ables considered in the survey. The same figure for men is 19 %. While

men. Notice that the dollar amounts for the various factors differ

this is less than the degree of variability experienced in prior years, we

between men and women, which should be expected based on the prior

believe that this presentation may be more relevant. and it surely is

presentations and discussions. For instance, the difference between men

more interesting.

in 1996 (range of 75% -78% during 1996 - 1999).
More women than men s elected the f lexible /slower

members are interested in the flexible /s lower advanc e-

advanc ement career path (85% vs. 76 %), which is up f or

ment career path, whic h is greater than the perc entages

women bu t down f or men when c om par ed t o 20 00 ( 81%

rec orded for the pas t two years (61% in 2000, 59% in

vs. 78 %). This difference by gender for 2001 is statistically

1999). A greater proportion of the married members

signif icant while it wasn't in 2000. T he perc entage who

selected the flexible /slower advancement career path at

said that this was a relevant iss ue s tarted at 75% for the

82 %, which is exactly the same as last year and the high-

20 -29 age category and decreased with each age category

est it has ever been (75 % -79% in 1996 - 1999). Thus, the

before reaching 30% for the 60 -plus category. For those

IMA members hip appears to want s lower c areer advanc e-

who thought it was relevant, the percentage wanting the

ment to have more time f or family /leis ure ac tivities .

flexible /slower advanc ement c areer path increas ed from

36

When marital s tatus is cons idered, 65% of the single

W hen hous ehold inc ome levels f or married members

56% for the 20 -29 age category to 88% for the 60 -plus

(member's s alary plus additional c ompens ation plus the

age c ategory. T his is an interesting dichotomy —the older

salary of the member's s pouse, ifany) are c ons idered for

one gets, the les s relevant this option is , but more want it

this is s ue, only s ingle- inc ome married hous eholds with-

ifit

out c hil dren di d not c ons ider this a relevan t option (only

is relevant to them!
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group below 50 %). For members who consider this a relevant option, the flexible /slower advancement career path
is more popular for those with children (81% for single income as compared to 88% for dual- income). For those
with no children who think this is a relevant option, the
percentages for single- income and dual- income members
are 73% and 76 %, respectively.
Collecting data on career interruptions was initiated in
1998 in an attempt to determine what types of interruptions might occur and what impact, if any, they might
have on an individual's compensation. The impact of an
interruption isn't clear. The loss of a job can result in a
decrease in salary, but some people lose their jobs and are
able to find new ones at salaries greater that their previous ones. An interruption for the pursuit of an advanced
degree would be another example of a positive interruption because someone would expect to re -enter the workforce at a higher salary after earning an advanced degree.
These issues are hard to analyze without a longitudinal
study that tracks the same people over time.
This year 342 individuals-19 . 7% of the population —
reported having a career interruption (an interruption
was defined as being six months or more), which is consistent with the three prior years (range of 19 % -22 %).
Women are more likely to have an interruption than men
(20.4% vs. 19.4%), but this difference isn't statistically
significant. Outside of the "other" interruption for which
there is no breakdown, maternity leave is the greatest
interruption for women while downsizings are the greatest interruption for men.
The average salary for women having an interruption
is $7,200 less than that of women without an interruption, but the differential for men with an interruption
amounts to a decrease of less than $900.These differences
in average salary for interruptions by gender are statistically significant.
SU M M AR Y OBS ER VAT IO NS
There's an old saying: "The grass is always greener on the
other side of the fence:' This may apply to the alternative
career path issues regarding a slower vs. faster career
advancement. While this option isn't relevant to some
people, it is for over 60% of the members. In fact, the
slower career advancement option is more popular with
married members and increases even more with those
married members with children. Thus, time for family
commitments becomes more important than fast career
advancement. We cannot help but wonder if the aftermath of September 11 has had an impact, especially con-

sidering this questionnaire was distributed about 75 days
after the horrific incident.
The issue of a gender gap in compensation between
women and men was identified with the first salary survey in 1989 and has been revisited every year since. The
gender gap for total compensation is greater than salary,
meaning that men appear to have more opportunities
than women for additional compensation. One notable
issue regarding the gender gap this year is that the gap for
both salary and total compensation actually decreased in
2001, although the gender gap for total compensation is
still greater than that for salary.
Various reasons have been offered for women receiving
less compensation than men, including that they are
younger, they are less likely to have advanced degrees or
professional certification, they have fewer years in the
field, and they occupy lower -level management positions.
What really stands out this year is that women in fact do
occupy lower -level positions largely because they are
younger and have fewer years in the field. The proportion
of women occupying top- and senior -level management
positions is considerably less than that of men. Thus, they
haven't reached the levels where salaries are higher, plus
they may not be getting the greater additional compensation opportunities that accrue to individuals in top /senior -level positions. While years in the field and
management level are probably not the only reasons for
the gender gap, this year's data seem to indicate that these
factors play a major role in the gender gap. ■
Karl E. Reichardt, CMA, is the acting dean and an associate
professor of accounting in the College of Business Administration at Valparaiso University. He holds a Ph.D. in
accountancy from the University ofMissouri - Columbia.
David L. Schroeder is an associate professorofInformation
and Decision Sciences in the CollegeofBusiness Administration at Valparaiso University. He holds a Ph.D. in management information systems from Oklahoma State University.
i Results of IMAs annual salary survey were first reported in the May
1990 issue of Management Accounting and then in the June issue from
1991 through 1998. From 1999 through 2002, they have been reported
in the June issue of Strategic Finance. Authors are Karl E. Reichardt and
David L. Schroeder.
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CAREER-BUILDING
BY

MARK

MORGAN

ake thousands of jobs that have been lost
because of management debacles by firms like
Enron, K -Mart, and Arthur Andersen. Toss in
huge reductions in the professional workforce
within the technology sector, telecommunications industry, and dot -com fantasyland. Top it all off
with the economic downturn of the past 12 months, and
the result is the most significant downsizing of professional positions in history. No one ordered it, but a terrible job market has been served up. The result: Each
month 80,000 jobs are being eliminated.
Approximately one million professional jobs have been
lost during the past year. Whereas downsizing periods in
the 1980s and 1990s impacted a broad range of workers,
the fallout from the first recession of the new millennium
has landed with a loud thud entirely on professionals.
The impact has driven deep within industry segments,
making it even more difficult for those who are let go to
transfer their skills elsewhere.
As the number of positions shrinks and the criteria for
advancement tighten, it's important to reexamine the
fundamental building blocks that make up a career ladder. Understanding the landscape and developing a strategy will create the opportunities to help you build a
successful career during this new business era.

BUILDINGACAREER
The forecast looks gloomy. Downsizing, restructuring,
and business compression will continue for up to 10 years
38
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STRATEGIES
It's time

to do a job a s s e s s m e n t . Are your

h e l p i n g you c l i m b t h e c o r p o r a t e

before economic momentum like that of the 1990s can be
rekindled. The current climate will drive the focus for
career advancement to shift internally as the external job
market shrinks because of global economic and political
conditions. Fewer people will risk leaving their current
company or expanding their geographic comfort zone as
more companies struggle to meet the earnings expectations of Wall Street and CNN reports additional downsizings. That's why internal competition for advancement
will increase, and the standard for what constitutes value added job performance will be redefined.
In this climate, financial professionals need to reexamine their career tool bag, which contains three fundamental assets: education, experience, and interpersonal skills.
Some people carry tool bags that are bulky and made of
fine leather. They are distinguished from others by
advanced degrees from top -tier schools, professional certifications, foreign language skills, international business
experience, and/or internships. What does yours look like?
Your tool bag gains you entry into a company and is
your vehicle for advancement. Once in the door, you can
begin to climb the career pyramid, which is made up of
six bands (see Figure 1). The vertical climb demands an
ever - increasing demonstration of technical, tactical, strategic, and leadership performance while delivering business
results. Skill demonstration and work style in the lower
levels are rewarded with assignments to hone technical
skills, demonstrate tactical abilities, and broaden business
knowledge through participation on high- visibility,

skills

ladder?

special- project teams. T o p performers are rewarded with
more visible assignments of increasing responsibility that
test their ability to deliver business results while leading a
functional, strategic, or process- focused group.

PERFORMANCEBUILDINGBLOCKS
Initial jobs test a person's hard and soft skills while
they're serving as an analytical resource to a functional
client group or project team. Management will evaluate
the information quality, analytical insight, and personal
energy contributed to delivering the group's business
goals.
Technical skills determine initial assignments and
opportunities. Evidence and practice of the other performance building blocks— aptitude, initiative, and
relational —will help determine the timing and quality of
future assignments. (See Table 1 for details of each performance building block.) A person may spend up to
four years performing entry -level analytical work, rotating through several assignments and picking up increments of responsibility.
The incumbents should continually evaluate the relevance of their assignments to others in the organization
by gauging the impact of their output on operating
results and visibility of their work to senior management.
Top performers consistently contribute information and
insight that impact the delivery of results while expanding their scope of functional influence. They also absorb
additional responsibilities, contributing beyond the paraJune 2 0 0 2
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Figurel:
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meters of their position and directly improving process
performance. Computer aptitude and the talent to access
information, perform analyses, and communicate results
will significantly impact personal productivity and job
performance.
The goal, of course, is to quickly break out of entry level technical resource assignments, move into positions
with stronger functional focus, and earn career - building
opportunities that have more tactical responsibilities and
greater potential to impact business results. Assignments
with a strong functional focus are earned at the end of
the time period spent as a technical resource. High potential candidates will excel in these functional positions and move into career - building opportunities within
two years.
It's a given that not all entry-level people will demonstrate growth potential beyond the application of functional skills. Some will settle into a functional comfort zone
and work in the same or similar routine role, such as transaction processing or interpretation of a defined information base into client reports. Others will reexamine their
personal and professional fit and leave the company
because of cultural, demographic, or geographic factors.

EARNINGCAREER-BUILDINGOPPORTUNITIES
So how do you merit assignments to contribute at a higher, more strategic level? Earn a good reputation among

to break out of functional- focused assignments. Contributing beyond the functional skill level and beyond the
immediate client base enables a career shift toward tactical
leadership. Breakout assignments will build process
knowledge and broaden the client base, providing the
opportunity to increase visibility and support within
management ranks. Table 2 lists the critical success factors

BUILDING BLOCKS
I N I T I AT I V E

♦ Exercises functional skill
set to help client group deliver
business goals.

♦ Uses desktop software
skills to gather and synthesize
data into useful information.

Provides insight with
analysis that improves client
decision making.

♦ Meets deadlines and inte-

♦ Comprehends client busi
ness goals, processes, activities, drivers, and issues.

Develops innovative methods to gather, synthesize, and
communicate information.

R E L A T I O N AL
♦

APT I T UDE

♦

T E C HN I C A L

♦ Improves flow of information
through business processes.
♦ Interprets data and builds
measures to link client activity
to business goals.
♦ Adheres to corporate policies and procedures. Understands issues and prioritizes
workload.

♦
♦

♦ Identifies sources and how
;to gain access to data.

I♦

Relates the cause-andeffect relationship between
process activities and business results.
♦ Able to multi-task.

Oral communication.
Written communication.

Networks with client
leadership and functional
management.

Punctuality.
Judgment.

♦

♦ Demonstrates consistent
attention to detail when providing client support.

♦ Personal appearance.
♦ Personal conduct

♦ Seeks feedback.

--lor

grates function with client
leadership team.

Listening.

♦

♦

♦

Tablel:PERFORMANCE

senior management through demonstrating analytical
insight, personal productivity, work ethic, and success in
building relationships. These career - building opportunities will come through invitations to join special business
teams or projects, rotational assignments within a business group or functional area, and /or a foreign assignment to gain a global business perspective.
These assignments are the proving grounds to progress
toward a leadership role in the organization, so the focus
on planning, execution, and leadership skills increases
dramatically. Career - building assignments are developed
around clear objectives, stated timelines for delivery, and
defined scope of responsibility. The incumbent must
showcase his /her project - planning skills, develop tactical
execution plans, and manage relationships to influence the
organization to provide resources and support delivery.
Earning career - building opportunities is essential for a
financial professional to expand their career path beyond
positions that primarily use functional skills. Delivering
results in a multi- tasking assignment is essential in order

♦ Has proven project management skills.

♦ Becomes as familiar as
ossible with all aspects of
e client business as well as
e competition.
♦ Can move to other geographic areas to pursue
opportunities.
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that help you break into career - building opportunities.
Performance and tenure in the career- building band of
assignments will greatly determine further upward
mobility. Top performers will distinguish themselves
from their peers and be rewarded with fast -track opportunities that may advance them through this band in just
a few years. Solid performers may rotate among functional, team, and global assignments for up to 10 years until
they earn recognition as a leader or the perfect fit in the
organization opens up. This span of time is a point where
some solid performers as well as a larger number of those
who can't break out of functional roles decide to leave a
company.

TRANSITIONTOLEADER
The most significant challenge is the transition from
technical, functional, and tactical roles in the careerbuilding band to those requiring strategic, leadership, and
general management skills in the leadership - proving
band of the career pyramid. This normally occurs during
the evolution from the manager level to director level in
an organization. The vehicle for this transition is to deliver business results and demonstrate effective leadership as
head of a functional, process, or strategic group.
The length of time in these assignments runs longer
than other assignments since the ability to strategize,
address organization and resource issues, and demonstrate
delivery must be assessed over time. Some rotation
between the type of transition assignment — functional,
process, or strategic —may take place as needs or opportunities arise, but the aptitude and skills required for success
are broader than analytical and technical roles. Evolving
from manager to director requires the person to sustain
delivery of business results while demonstrating strategic
vision and leadership to a group of clients and colleagues.
Of course, not everyone will earn senior leadership
roles. Instead, many will settle into staff positions as functional, process, or strategic leaders with challenging levels
of accountability but defined parameters for job scope
and breadth of responsibilities. Some will find this a satisfying place for the long term as these roles align with
their professional comfort and contribution zone. Others
will pursue opportunities outside the company.
Next comes the senior leadership band. Assignments in
this band occur most often during the 10 -year span of
time when a person is in his /her 30s. A person will apply
his /her personal, technical, and learned skill base during
this time span to define the remainder of his /her career. A
senior leadership role is available to those who distin42
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Table2: CRITICALSUCCESSFACTORS
♦ Consistent delivery of business results.
♦ Demonstrated ability to contribute beyond the boundaries of
functional role to influence business processes and results.
♦ Personal productivity and work capability to multi -task
effectively.
♦ Success at building and maintaining relationships.
♦ Demonstrated success on multi - functional business teams
that convert strategy to tactical execution.
♦ Innovative and novel approaches to gather, synthesize, and
communicate information.
♦ Continuous learning about client internal business processes
and deliverables as well as those of the competition.
♦ Recognized for possessing solid listening and communication
skills.
♦ Willingness to relocate to pursue career opportunities, including short -term developmental assignments.
♦ Effectiveness at building relationships and networking within
the organization.
♦ Seeking feedback, constructing a personal development plan,
and taking ownership to change.
♦ Demonstrating work -life balance.

guish themselves not only above their internal peers but
also above external candidates, who are often represented
by impressive recruiting firms.
Attributes that distinguish senior leaders from the general population include:
♦ Track record for consistent delivery of exceptional
business results while holding positions that impact a
broad range of the business.
• Global business perspective.
• Ability to synthesize increments of information quickly and interpret probable impact of business results.
♦ Strategic vision that motivates action, builds alignment, and inspires possibility thinking within the
organization.
• Track record of building high - performing teams by
providing challenges, encouragement, feedback, and
reward.
• Leadership behavior that models integrity, inclusion,
and sensitivity.
• Model for work/fife balance and self - control.
Senior leaders possess an effective mixture of skills and
qualities from a definable list, yet there's an element of
uniqueness that's impossible to define, capture, or replicate.
Many will say luck plays a part in determining success. But
successful people believe they make their own luck by combining the insight for knowing what's important with the
vision to deliver results and the drive to get there.

AFOURTHANDDISTINGUISHINGASSET
Beyond leveraging education, experience, and interpersonal skills to pursue professional growth, the constant
pursuit of personal growth is essential. Personal growth is
a commitment to self - improvement. It requires a thorough understanding of personality, personal values, and
behavior style combined with the accumulated learning
from years of leveraging the three basic assets and gaining
an understanding of the current work environment.
People who continuously seek feedback, work on their
listening skills, polish communication skills, build relationships, and demonstrate control of their personal lives
will rise above their peers. Yet the pursuit of personal
growth is the most difficult asset to add to the tool bag.
You need to construct a personal development plan.
The essence of this plan is to know yourself and the environment, build a road map to adapt and grow, and take
personal ownership for change. An effective plan will help
a person understand the culture within their current
business environment, increase the velocity and effectiveness of their actions, and supply power to sustain performance. Constructing a personal development plan
requires openness to feedback, maturity to change behaviors, and willingness to practice new techniques. Input to
the plan comes from both personal evaluation and relational sources including supervisors, peers, clients, mentors, and friends. Building a plan is one thing; succeeding
is another. Success requires a commitment to take
responsibility and ownership for managing your own
personal change.
Two tactics — mentoring and professional coaching —
offer the most effective source of input and power for a
personal development plan. Mentoring is the best source
to better understand work standards and behaviors that
fit the company culture. Effective mentoring involves a
relationship with a respected executive -level person to
gain their evaluation of your professional and personal
goals, their insight into the development of action plans,
and their experience on how to develop relationships or
handle specific situations.
Beyond mentoring, professional coaching combines
self - focused personal value measurements, personalitytype testing, and style - preference identification with feedback on personal and professional behaviors from a
broad group of people. The professional coach is most
likely educated in a behavioral field, such as psychology,
and combines education training with years of experience
working with other clients to provide extremely valuable
insight. Their counsel will help leverage strengths and

eliminate behaviors that might derail success.
Professional coaches are an expensive benefit to provide, and a person should ask if one will be made available to them before joining a company. A person is wise
to join a firm that offers such a benefit as it reflects a
strong commitment for developing talent.
Personal growth comes through self - evaluation and
appraisal against personal standards, role models, group
norms, peer behavior, and corporate or team culture.
Reading is a critical resource for gaining new insights.
Experiential seminars are also an important source for
personal and emotional growth.
The bottom line: Embracing the value of continuous
personal growth and commitment to personal development will provide a definite degree of distinction that
opens doors during times when lots of doors are closing.

WHATREALLYMATTERS
Mitch Albom, the successful sports writer, radio talk show
host, television personality, and author of the best - selling
book Tuesdays With Morrie,gave the following perspective in a recent interview for his alma mater's (Columbia)
alumni magazine:
"I would suggest that people who come out of business
school today should look to older people in the business
community to try to learn what really matters. The tendency will be to go to the bar with a bunch of guys and
girls your age, loosen your ties, knock back a beer, and
talk about how you are all going to be millionaires next
week. If I were them —doing it all over again —I'd find
the first 60- year -old successful business person I could
find and ask them to tell me what they have seen, the ups
and downs, not just the ups. I'd ask them to tell me why I
should not be optimistic. Tell me why the bear market
that we are suddenly in is not going to last. Tell me why
the boom market we were in did not last. Tell me things
that you thought were once true and now are not anymore. Tell me the lies that you hear most in business.'
In today's business climate, this is good advice —not
only for those who are just out of business school but for
everyone engaged in climbing the career pyramid. ■
Mark Morgan is vice president of finance supporting global
research at Pfizer, the world's largest pharmaceutical
company. He has written two other articles and frequently
speaks at conferences on the subjects of performance
measures and the drive to add economic value. You can
reach Mark at marl - moMofit fgroton,pfizer.com or
(860) 732 -0008.
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Delivering

PERSONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES
THREE BUSINESS MODELS

Electronically

DISTINGUISH ALTERNATIVE
CORPORATESTRATEGIES.

Internet technology now makes electronic delivery of
integrated financial services possible, although service

BY STEVE GORDON

providers are not able to offer a complete package
AND PAUL MULLIGAN

seamlessly. For example, a consumer at an ATM typically can't execute stock trades, purchase insurance, or open a new credit card account. Similarly, proceeds from a stock sale can't be used to buy additional insurance. A truly seamless
user experience can occur only when transactions flow smoothly across product lines and
when customer servicing is provided through a single organizational entity. The challenge
here is great, but the problem is more organizational than technological.
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BUSINESSMODELS
Three business models describe the strategies of companies that have begun to offer integrated personal financial
services (IPFS). (Tables 1 and 2 summarize each model's
components and characteristics.) The first model, which
we call the Unified IPFS, provides all or most of the services a consumer might want within a single corporate
structure. Some, such as Citigroup in the U.S. and Egg in
the U.K., have grown primarily by acquisition and merger. Others, such as Fidelity Investments, have developed a
broad array of services via internal investment and service expansion. Most Unified IPFS companies operate as
holding companies, and, though their services aren't yet
well integrated, they are attempting to achieve a more
seamless service delivery system through expanded
investments in information technology. Unified IPFS
providers differ from each other in their degree of integration and the extent to which they can provide a full
range of financial services.
The second model, which we call Allied IPFS, describes
companies that provide diverse services through inter organizational alliances. These companies focus on one
primary area, such as banking, but provide a full range of

services through alliances with other companies. For
example, Sovereign Bank is an Allied IPFS. It provides
investment products through Lantern Investment Services and annuity products through IFS Agencies, Inc.
These kinds of subcategories of services may be exclusive
or nonexclusive, where one or both partners of Sovereign
sell directly to consumers and through other IPFS
providers.
The third category, which we call Portal IPFS, describes
companies that provide no direct transactional services of
their own but act as Web portals through which consumers can manage all of their financial services. An
example is Intuit, with its Quicken website, which has a
relationship with Ameritrade for brokerage services and
Firstib.com for banking services. Although Quicken
doesn't currently provide the seamless integration that we
expect from a Portal IPFS firm of the future, it clearly
hints at what this future might be. We expect a Portal
IPFS's subcategory services to also hinge on the nature
and exclusivity of the relationship with the Portal.

UNIFIEDAPPROACH
The Unified strategy aims to secure a competitive advan-

TableL• SUMMARY OF COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE AND CUSTOMER VALUE ASSESSMENT

ANTICIPATED
COM PETITIVE
AD VA NT AG E

Cross - selling

Internal focus

Flexibility

Brand development

Provider diversity

Lowest start -up costs

Integration option

Reduced start -up costs

Integration of nonfinancial
data

Full revenue capture

PERCEIVED

Lost focus

Complex customer service

COM PETITIVE
VULNERABILITY

Customer service

Exposure to niche players

Coordination /run costs

Branding

Revenue sharing

Ambiguous revenue model

One -stop shopping

Best in class

One -stop viewing

Lifetime relationship

Flexibility

Potentially unlimited
provider selection

CUSTOM ER
VAL UE
PRO PO SI TI ON

Customization

S O U R C E S OF
CUSTOM ER
RESI STANCE
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Lack of diversity
(performance)
Perceived eggs in one
basket

Customer servicing

Security

Limited choice in service
providers

Privacy
Permission granting

Tablet: SUMMARY OF ORGANIZATIONAL COMPONENTS OF EACH MODEL

Share of wallet

Share of customer

Share of information

CO RE
COM PETENCIES

Intraorganizational
integration

Interorganizational
integration

Cross - industry
integration

IT FOCUS

Information
management

Information transfer
and integration

Screen scraping and
presentation

S E R V I C E FOCUS

Service bundling

Service matching

Service aggregation

EXAM PLES

Schwab

Sovereign Bank

Quicken.com

Fleet

Trustmark Bank/
Performance Funds

Yodlee.com

COM PETITIVE

FOCUS

Citigroup

Yahoo Money Manager

NBC /Invest /First Mercantile
tage in both revenue and cost. These advantages include:
♦ The ability to increase revenue through cross - selling
services;
♦ Promotion of brand through a broadening of
products;
♦ Relative ease in providing an integrative experience for
the consumer through rational design of the IT infrastructure and control of standards.
By cross - selling services, a Unified company increases
its market share of each of the services it provides. Ideally,
the company can "own" a customer from cradle to grave,
providing banking for the young, investment and retirement planning services for the middle -aged wealth accumulator, and trust management and reverse mortgage
services for the older wealth distributor.
A distinct advantage of the Unified approach is that a
single corporate entity captures all revenues and maximizes its market "share of wallet' This cradle -to -grave
strategy may become particularly beneficial as the baby
boomer generation enters retirement. As it does, there's a
transfer of wealth from a boomer's parent to the boomer.
In addition, the combination of early retirement and
longer life expectancy may mean that the next great
wealth transfer will occur across account types rather
than across generations. Unified providers that can retain
or capture redeemed institutional retirement money will

have a distinct advantage.
The opportunity to establish brand recognition also
benefits the Unified IPFS provider, yet branding can be a
double -edged sword. Retail investors respond to performance. Therefore, brand loyalty can promote revenue
growth when investments outperform the market but
may accelerate defections during less prosperous periods.
We've observed two approaches to branding. Companies
like Fidelity and Schwab seek to maintain the prominence
of the parent in product naming and advertising. Conversely, Citigroup refrains from placing the "Citi" label on
independently established brands such as Travelers and
the retail side of Salomon Smith Barney.
The Unified IPFS strategy isn't without shortcomings.
From the corporate side, the major disadvantage is the
potential for lost product focus. The current diversity in
investment products and continued advances in information technology make it difficult to be best -in -class for all
products and services. Unified providers compete directly
with each other but also with more - focused niche players
who seek to provide premier service in a single product
or market.
From the consumer perspective, the downside is
simple —fewer choices. Despite the advantages that integrative services offer, consumers generally want a choice
of providers. For example, few consumers want to buy all
June 2 0 0 2
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account structures. Consumer buying behavior is also
variable by product. Borrowers tend to be cost sensitive
and will shop for the best rate. Traditional banking customers stress convenience and will opt for the closest
bank, most accessible ATM network, or best online banking capability based on individual needs. A brokerage
customer may opt for the best combination of low commission, fast execution, and easy account access.
The ability of Unified IPFS providers to offer a seamless
integration of accounts may sway customers to opt for a
single provider. But if an Allied or Portal IFPS company
can offer both integration and a choice of providers, the
Unified IFPS company may find itself at a disadvantage.

ALLIEDSTRUCTURE
The Allied IPFS company focuses on one primary area,
such as banking, but seeks to provide a full range of services by forming partnerships with providers of complementary services.
The advantages of an Allied strategy include:
♦ Ease of retaining focus on a core business line;
♦ Consumer choice on secondary business lines;
♦ Flexibility and adaptability in selecting and retaining
partners.
The enhanced focus gained by concentrating on a
limited product- market offering eliminates resource
deployment conflicts that may arise in more diverse
organizations. The firm can acquire, develop, and deploy
human, capital, and technological resources in the development of a narrower set of competencies specific to
their line of business.
The implicit premise of the Allied model is that an
aggregation of best -in- class, focused providers produces a
stronger customer offering than one created by a single
Unified IPFS. As such, the selection of partners becomes
critical and complex. Firms forming these alliances must
incorporate multiple factors into the selection process,
such as product mix, operational and technological compatibility, fiduciary reputation, and market performance
of investments. The market performance factor is risky
because, as we know, past performance isn't necessarily
replicated in the future.
Proponents of the Allied model often boast of its
apparent flexibility. They say that stronger partners can
48
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GOALS AND COMPETENCIES
ACROSS BUSINESS MODELS
Despite their differences, all three organizational
forms — Unified, Allied, and Web Portal —have similar
customer - related objectives and organizational
goals. In developing human resources, each structure must concern itself with employee training and
retention, integrated customer service, and content
expertise. The management of information and
information systems for all three
must include data security and
privacy, data integration, and
data communications. In
product development and
marketing, each needs to
develop and manage brand
dw d f e ne s s , cuswiner reiauonships, and distribution channels.
On the other hand, the underlying competencies
that each organizational form must develop vary due
to differences inherent in their respective business
models. For example, companies striving to deliver
integrated personal financial services via the Unified
model will need to develop intraorganizational
systems capabilities by investing in open systems,
middleware, and enterprise databases. Allied and
Portal providers will focus externally on interorganization telecommunications and information assimilation. Similarly, Allied firms may focus human

resources development on specific in -house products, while Unified providers develop broader
product knowledge and cross - selling expertise. Both
Allied and Portal providers will be challenged to
develop integrated means for servicing customers
across organizational boundaries.

simply replace poorly performing alliance members. After
all, "a chain is only as strong as its weakest link." But
removing a partner from the alliance is extremely difficult unless all consumers opt to shift to the new alliance
member. Also, adding a new member to provide alternatives to weak partners may violate contractual agreements
or create confusion for customers.
The Allied model's major weakness for consumers, relative to the Unified strategy, is the challenge of providing
a seamless integrative experience for the customer. Unified providers may find crossing internal
boundaries difficult, but the Allied firms face greater
functional

their mutual funds from a single company. Diversity, risk
management, and convenience are just a few of the motivations for "spreading the wealth.' As a result, Fidelity,
Schwab, and many others are making it easier to purchase
nonproprietary mutual funds within their existing

obstacles when crossing organizational boundaries. The
coordination costs inherent in these relationships may
impact financial performance by either shrinking margins if prices are fixed or compromising competitive position if the alliance raises prices to preserve margins. The
goal for the alliance is to leverage each member's individual product focus such that their respective operating
efficiencies would outweigh the alliance's overall coordination costs.
The alliance members face numerous other challenges,
including fiduciary control, revenue sharing, and longer term strategic planning. Fiduciary controls become more
challenging as the alliance expands. The growing prominence of advice products may further complicate these
relationships, particularly when a representative from one
alliance partner is in a position to recommend either
their own product, for which they get 100% of the revenue, or a product offered by an alliance partner, for
which they receive a prorated fee for recommending it.
Providers not only lose the opportunity to capture all
customer revenues, but they must also expend resources
to monitor their revenue - sharing agreements. Strategically, alliance members must balance their plans for product
expansion and growth with the contractual and technooperational infrastructure requirements of the alliance.

WEBPORTAL
The Web Portal IPFS company is an aggregator. It provides no direct, transactional services but rather an infrastructure that allows consumers to manage their financial
services in one place. Ideally, the Portal is a virtual channel that is customizable by every consumer. Although the
Portal could have a brick - and - mortar presence to help
provide services, right now all Portals interface with the
customer solely through the Internet.
The Portal earns revenue by collecting fees from the
consumer via either a monthly charge or a micro - charge
per transaction. The Portal might also collect revenue
from advertisers. It could also conceivably collect revenue
from the providers it services, although some financial
providers —those with strong market power —could
charge it a fee to access their accounts.
The advantages of the Portal company include:
• Service simplification and labor savings for consumers
who now need to go to multiple financial services
websites;
• The ability to provide an individualized service for
each customer, regardless of underlying service
provider;

• The choice of provider rests with the customer as
opposed to the Allied model in which the dominant
provider preselects alliance partners;
• The capability to incorporate nonfinancial services,
such as frequent flyer accounts, news, and e-mail.
The major challenge for Portal providers is to relieve
consumer anxiety regarding privacy and security. The
account consolidation benefits delivered by the Portal
model also raise fears about identity theft. And customer
servicing and accountability are significant issues for this
model. Today's Portal providers aren't capable of providing customer service for such things as account registration changes, address changes, and problem resolution.
The Internet's technical standards enable this model, but
it needs better business process standards to be able to
deliver this Portal concept's full potential.
The Portal model is the newest of the three and services the smallest customer base, but adoption rates continue to accelerate as service levels improve and privacy
concerns dissipate. The true power of the Portal will be
realized when providers fully integrate account processing
and augment transactional services with comprehensive
add -on services. Fully integrated account processing will
consolidate account servicing and facilitate seamless
transaction processing across products and providers.
Add -on services will leverage the Portal's access to a
client's full portfolio by providing services such as financial planning, risk management, and tax preparation.
Overall, the IPFS concept is intriguing for both
providers and consumers, but it's unclear which of the
three models will ultimately provide the most sustainable
competitive advantage. There are many questions yet to
be answered, but several points appear clear. Customers
now dictate the rules of engagement, choosing when,
where, and how to interface with the service delivery system. A growing majority of individuals are technologically and emotionally ready to conduct their financial
business in this manner. In all likelihood, no one model
will dominate, and leaders will emerge from each category based on their ability to maximize competitive
strengths and minimize shortcomings. ■
Steve Gordon, A.D., is associate professor ofinformation
systems and technology at Babson College. You can reach
him at(781) 239 -4571 or ,gordon @babson.edu.
Paul Mulligan, DBA, is assistant professor ofmanagement
at Babson College. You can reach him at(781) 239 -4595 or
mulligan @babson.edu.
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RAPIDAPPLICATIONDEVELOPMENT (RAD) is a systems
development philosophy that can be effective in controlling waste and inefficiencies that are so common with
systems development projects. The sad fact is that, in
many cases, systems design teams spend enormous time
and effort designing information systems that aren't suited to the user's needs. In some cases, they may be
addressing the wrong problem altogether while spending
large sums of money on an ill- conceived project design.
The primary objective of all development efforts
should be delivering a system that meets user expectations, but too often system development objectives are
defined in terms of technical considerations with little
concern for the user. One of the essential ingredients of
RAD is the significant involvement of end - users.
Information Services professionals can lose sight of the
fact that the final product delivered is likely to be received
without enthusiasm —or even rejected— because it fails to
meet user expectations. In the end, it doesn't matter how
well resources are used if the work is unacceptable.
When RAD is properly implemented, the user becomes
an integral part of the system development process,
approving decisions throughout the development cycle.
STRATEGIC FINANCE
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RAD produces systems faster because the systems tend to
meet user expectations, thereby reducing the amount of
rework required prior to implementation.

RADvs.OLDERMETHODOLOGIES
The most common pre -RAD methodology is called the
waterfall method. In this model, each step of the application design and development process is completed
sequentially. Information systems designers take the lead,
documenting requirements and design after meeting with
the user. When a design phase is final, the user is asked to
sign on the dotted line, indicating the design will meet
his or her needs, and the process moves on to the next
phase. Usually, system designers write these design documents using technical terms, complete with a multitude
of structure charts that the average user doesn't understand. Then the designers disappear to add levels of
detailed documentation and program code during the
course of the system development process. When they
surface again with the completed design, ready to be tested, it's possible the user will discover it isn't what they
wanted.
Investing in tools such as CASE (Computer -Aided

System Engineering) or prototyping software may bring
some limited benefits, but simply incorporating them into
existing traditional or waterfall methodologies may only
bring disappointment. A likely outcome could be an
unhappy user and a project beset with enormous waste
and inefficiencies because developers didn't fully under-

stand users' needs (see Figure 1). This wasn't the case with
Boral Bricks, a $280 million Atlanta subsidiary of Boral
Ltd. Steve Konicki reported in Information Week (October
23, 2000)that Boral moved its DOS -based financials and
order - management systems to Oracle applications using a
RAD approach by tying together all 20 of its U.S. factories
so that company headquarters could
closely monitor costs and production
and report more efficiently to the
parent company. The deployment to
Oracle financials took 90 days and
cost about $1.2 million for software,
consulting, and hardware. Dick
Crandall, Boral's CIO, explained, "We
didn't think a 90 -day deployment
was possible, even though that was
what we were told to expect, so when
we went live we were very surprised."
The RAD process attempts to
jump -start projects by involving the
user in short design sessions aimed
at outlining system requirements.
The main purpose of the RAD phiJu n* 2 0 0 2
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losophy is getting the user involved as an active participant throughout the development cycle (see Figure 2).
With the assistance of the user, documenting requirements and design are more likely to speed up the process
of program development. Combined, these processes will
shorten the overall development cycle and minimize
waste by focusing on value -added activities. The tools
most often associated with RAD are visual and/or object oriented, such as Visual Basic, Java, and CASE tools. With
this software, users can help design output screens and
reports that are easily converted to program code. The
process involves the users in a cyclic process of review
and program modification. The tools also allow design
professionals to commit ideas to code and make program
modifications that support user needs. Procedural languages such as COBOL are difficult to modify and are
seldom used in iterative prototyping, but some developers have used them anyway. Likewise, it's possible to
develop systems with visual or object- oriented development tools using traditional waterfall methodologies.
For larger companies with international operations,
employing the RAD philosophy may turn three -year projects into one -year projects. In his article, Konicki
describes the experience of Raytheon Corporation's Aircraft subsidiary, a $2.7 billion operation. Using SAP
Accelerated Solutions, an ERP system was fully implemented in just over a year for about $55 million. John
Derney, Raytheon Aircraft's director of enterprise
resource planning, estimated that if a more conventional
approach had been used, the project could have taken
three years at a cost of about $300 million.

RADDEFINED
Although the term RAD has been co -opted by other
processes, it's essentially a four -step, applications - building
methodology that scales a prototype or mock -up of an
application and improves the functionality of that prototype before placing the product into full-scale production. The steps are

It's important to note that these four steps are not discrete but should be viewed as a continuous process with
each previous step being revisited as the prototype is
refined. Both developers and end -users are involved in
each step. The user must still sign off on the prototype
before the final application can be developed, and end -user
feedback is incorporated into application design through
an iterative process. RAD contrasts with the traditional
waterfall methodology, where each step of design and
development is completed sequentially. With RAD techniques you can expect more effective communication
between system designers and users, leading to a shortened
development cycle and better matching of user needs.
First, developers and users define
business needs and translate them
into specifications for the system
design. For example, if a team is
building a point -of -sale system, the
business staff describes the selling
process in detail. The development
staff documents this process and asks
the questions needed to draw out the
details of an automated system.
These joint applications -design sessions serve two valuable functions:
They ensure that developers and end users share the same vision for the finished product, and they keep business
needs as the primary drivers of system
design.
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After agreeing on requirements, the developers build a
system prototype that creates some of the functionality of
the finished system but is primarily meant to let the end users see enough of the application's front end to determine whether it will fit the organization's needs.
Once the end -users have signed off on the prototype, it's
time to get to the heart of the matter —the system- building
process. The developers add the required functionality to
the prototype system, shaping the finished project. Again,
this is an iterative process —as the developers progress in
their work, they show the application to the end -users and
get their feedback. End -user feedback is incorporated
directly into the system development process. Typically,
users and developers will meet a number of times to
review and refine the system during this phase.
Finally, the system is placed into production, and users
are trained. At this point, everyone reviews the system to
ensure that it meets all of the requirements drawn up
during the RAD process. If it fails to meet them all, the
process will begin again to develop the needed enhancements. When development is completed, testing begins.
Only when all testing is completed is the system
reviewed.
The constant interplay between the user group and the
developers reduces the chances that a project will stray off
course. RAD also offers a more flexible way to allow
changing business conditions and needs to be incorporated into the development process.

SUGGESTIONS
RAD provides an environment for faster applications
development, but it also has its share of risks. Organizations need to make a significant investment of time,
money, and training when planning to deploy RAD tools
and techniques. It's probably not a good idea to launch
your company's RAD initiative with a mission - critical,
time- sensitive project. Start small and use the first few
development efforts to become familiar with your tools
and methodologies and to shake out the bugs you'll
inevitably encounter.
Speed isn't always a good thing— faster development
cycles can mean a faster path to mistakes. It's important
for all participants in a RAD -based project to understand
the process and the project goals before jumping in. For
developers new to the concept, RAD may seem complex
and intimidating. Here are additional suggestions:
1. Know the problem you're trying to solve. RAD
works when you understand the business problem that
the application must solve. Technology professionals tend

to focus on the technology, but the project team must
stay focused on the business problems that need solving.
End -users are a vital resource for assisting in determining
the inputs and outputs of a system, decision- support
needs, and all of the legacy and new data sources that
feed the new application.
2. Pursue a sound development process. Don't go to
an extreme during the planning phase. But make sure
that the project team is focusing on 10 -20 tasks that
would include requirements, planning, analysis, designing, testing, and implementation.
3. The prototype should not replace the application
design. Use prototypes as a method for assessing user
requirements and for providing a skeleton for the final
design. Prototyping should be viewed as an initiative
process, with each version coming closer to the ultimate
design.
4. Don't forget training. RAD deployments that aren't
accompanied by adequate staff training are likely to result
in handholding. Make sure that users understand that
new applications will force change. Without proper orientation and involvement, users are likely to get lost in a
sea of new screens that handle financial transactions a
new way or that provide new ways for displaying customer information. It's not uncommon to overlap the
cut -in of the new system with the phasing -out of the old
systems by three or four weeks to assure proper training.
5. Don't let the project be driven by glitzy technology.
Make sure project teams review all the available technologies. Take some time and select a technology or a combination of technologies to solve your business problem.
Don't attempt to let a particular technology or gimmick
drive the design of your application.
RAD is a systems design philosophy that can provide a
means for assuring that application design meets user
expectations. When compared with conventional design
philosophies, the payoffs from effective RAD deployment
can be significant. But RAD doesn't provide a panacea for
management teams who want to trim costs from their
systems development budgets. As with any management
principle, you must be aware of the potential pitfalls
when this relatively new design approach isn't properly
deployed. ■
Ted Compton, CMA, CSP, Ph.D, is the O'Bleness Professor
ofMIS at Ohio University. His prior business experience
includes positions with Cincinnati Milacron, Sperry Rand
Corporation, and W.G. Seinshiemer and Associates. You can
reach him at Compton @ohio.edu.
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the changing ro

BY MARGARET JOHNSSON

he finance organization has traditionally been the shepherd of
information a company uses to support operational decision making and satisfy reporting needs. Many finance groups have mastered
this role by developing the right mix of people, processes, and technology
to provide decision support. Unfortunately, they have rarely extended into
strategy formulation and execution — decisions that directly impact how a
company creates value and differentiates itself from the competition.
These decisions have been made somewhere else in the company but with
the finance organization's data, confining finance to a role of knowledgeable spectator in the company's pursuit of value creation and profit.
Now, highly progressive CFOs are taking a more assertive role in defining and implementing strategy inside their companies. This doesn't mean
they have abandoned their traditional role of providing information and
analysis. Rather, they have extended their impact and visibility by taking
direct ownership of pieces of company strategy. They have successfully
transitioned their role from decision support to decision making.
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This transformation has been driven largely by necessity. Today's financial executives face unprecedented levels
of complexity and change. Globalization of supply
chains, competition, and markets complicates resource
allocation decisions. Information technology reshapes
value chains. Restructuring through mergers and acquisitions disrupts business processes. Turnover dilutes
human capital.
While these problems aren't new, the breadth and
speed of these changes are unparalleled. As a result, CFOs
are encountering an increasing variety of people, process,
and technology "gaps" in their organizations just as they
are being asked to take a more strategic role in their companies —value creation.

ANEEDTOBEMORESTRATEGIC
Chief executives have always looked to the finance organization to provide a common platform for building and
reshaping businesses. These responsibilities originated
with financial reporting —the first global language of
business —and have evolved to include delivering information technology and deploying standard business
processes. Technology has become central to the mix as
powerful new database, application, networking, and
desktop tools have increased the capabilities and expectations of users. The biggest challenges he in the need to
implement new processes and supporting technology as a
company adds and divests business units, develops new
business models, and reengineers the supply chain.
In this way, technology has become a double -edged
sword. Simply automating existing processes or implementing new software applications doesn't give a company competitive advantage. The wide availability of
accounting, ERR and supply chain software —and professional service organizations willing to help you implement it —means that competitors using these packages
are relying on the same set of business processes inherent
in the application. So the CFO who implements a new
accounting system is no longer an automatic hero, and
the CFO who doesn't deliver a reliable information technology platform for the business can look forward to an
early exit.
In short, financial executives are being asked to do
more than just master the technology and processes that
traditionally fall under the finance organization's domain.
They are under pressure to deliver high- impact business
results —as illustrated by the popularity of incentive based compensation, balanced scorecards, and shareholder value added (SVA) types of metrics — regarding
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pricing, customer selection, sourcing, and even entire
business units.
Yet too many finance executives still view their organization's role solely as an objective and reliable provider of
information, which is necessary but no longer sufficient.
Objectivity and analysis are important stepping stones to
an expanded role in value creation through better decision
making. The most satisfied financial executives feel they
have a direct impact on strategic decisions through their
expanded use of technology, data, and business knowledge.

SHEPHERDINGHUMANCAPITAL
Finance executives also point to the downside of all these
process and technology changes. They are disrupting the
human side of finance organizations. The rush to build
e- commerce capabilities and implement new technology
platforms is accelerating the obsolescence of older technology and business process skills just as strong multidisciplinary skills are needed to meet the heightened
performance expectations placed on the finance organization. These forces are creating critical skill "gaps" such
as the ability to understand how technology and nonfinancial processes fit together to create value. Traditional
finance organizations simply don't breed this perspective.
Developing and managing human capital requires
innovative thinking. Increased performance demands
mean that finance organizations often don't have the time
to develop skills through training and experience. At the
same time, new rules apply for attracting and retaining
skilled workers.
Salary and benefits have been diluted as a means of
attracting talent. The most talented workers today are
looking for personal challenge through increased responsibility and exposure to business problems. Yet, these
opportunities can be difficult to find in a traditional
finance organization, so many finance managers complain that they lose their best people —not to competitors, but to "line" organizations within their own firm.
How are finance leaders adapting to this challenge?
Many are acting more like CEOs than CFOs by bringing
in proven performers from past jobs outside the company. Others make judicious use of consultants and outsourcing services. While consultants often serve as
workarounds for organizations that don't have enough
staff, they can also be an effective, permanent bridge to a
more stable human capital structure. That means the
skills most in demand are broad business, communication, and problem - solving skills. CFOs are relying on
proven performers with an adaptable mind -set.

FROMINTROSPECTIONTOINTRAPRENEURSHIP

INJECTINGALINEMENTALITY

Yet the human capital dilemma doesn't go away by simply
bringing the right skills on board. Financial managers are
also faced with the challenge of positioning their
resources to add value by teaming with other areas in a
company, especially the line positions that are directly
involved in the value chain. They must act as intrapreneurs,recognizing opportunities to connect disconnected
parts of the company in ways that create value.
A good example is in the area of compensation. Many
companies have implemented performance -based strategic measures through balanced scorecards and SVA but
still compensate managers with bonuses based on budgets
or other cost measures. The finance organization sits at
the intersection of compensation and strategic planning,

CFOs must also inject a "line mentality" into their
finance organizations. They must somehow convince
their own people to connect their actions with revenue
generation, profit enhancement, or other strategic measures. This can be very difficult to achieve in a role traditionally viewed as a staff or support role.
The separation between "staff" and "line" will probably
exist forever, but creative finance managers are finding
ways to blur the distinction. For example, Sun Microsystems uses a rotational approach to develop cross functional awareness. Sun asks its finance managers to
hold nonfinance positions for a minimum of two years
and then gives them the option to return to the finance
organization. Finance "loses" a fair share of managers to

Financial managers must act as intrapreneurs,
recognizing opportunities to connect disconnected
parts of the company in ways th at cr eate val ue.
so CFOs should act on this opportunity
to better align compensation with
strategic measures and objectives.
Successful intrapreneurship also
requires a detailed understanding of
the entire business as well as the strategic direction of the firm —which isn't a
given for some CFOs. Other CFOs
understand the business, but they aren't
involved in the formal and informal
conversations that formulate company
strategy.
Overcoming this hurdle is an exercise
in relationship building that often signals a role reversal for
many finance managers. The CFO's historical position at
the crossroads of data input and information output systems meant that other departments had to approach
finance for decision support. New technologies have
helped devolve the information function away from the
finance organization. In most firms, especially outside the
financial services industry, finance professionals are viewed
as facilitators, not decision makers. To thrive in this environment, CFOs must develop an assertiveness that has traditionally been absent from the finance culture —the ability
to have an opinion and to know how to sell it.

other internal groups, but many more
return with a strong sense of how
finance can directly impact the revenue
side of Sun's business.
Finance executives also need to push
themselves beyond their current level of
understanding and strategic thinking. A
great example is one CFO who ventured
well beyond the functional silo by heading a troubled business unit and turning
it around. Another CFO asked to
become CIO because he felt that he
needed to understand technology and
how it affected value creation in his company.
The need for today's financial executives to realign
their thinking is apparent in many of the individual successes and failures of CFOs who were asked to lead a
business during times of change. One particular CFO of a
newly public, large chemical manufacturer was blindsided
when he couldn't recognize an industry shift. New discoveries of formerly scarce raw materials reversed what
had been a strategic advantage for the company due to its
ability to produce its own raw materials. The discoveries
flooded the market with cheaper supplies of raw matericontinued on page 67
als and left the company
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Toshiba Satellite
5105 -S607 with
cPadTM touchpad

The Laptop That
Plays Anything
Toshiba describes its Satellite 5105 -S607 as the ultimate multimedia
notebook. You can see why
without even opening it.
The front edge has an
infrared port (out to other
computers or printers)
and CD /DVD player controls with an LCD that
shows time, date, and
track number currently
playing. On the back there
are two USB ports (for
keyboard, mouse, printer,
scanner), video out (to
play your DVDs on your
TV), audio in (for recording), iLink® (to connect
your digital camera), and
modem and LAN ports
(the Internet, of course).
The right edge has the
DVD /CD RW drive,
microphone in, and a port
out to your home theater
system, or speakers /headphones if you would
rather not use the built -in
Harman /KardonT' sound
system with its own sub woofer. The left side has
60
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another USB port, monitor port, PC card slots,
Smart Media card slot
(digital camera and MP3
files), and an SDC Secure
DigitalTm card slot. Lift the
lid, and it's a computer 1.7 GHz Intel® Pentium 4,
40MB hard drive, 512MB
memory, 15" Toshiba Personal Theatre active
matrix display, and the
cPadT°' touchpad. The
cPad works as a pointing
device with areas marked
for page back and scrolling, and it launches secondary applications
including calculator, 10key notepad, and signature
input. www.toshiba.com
PC Tables, LLC has the
answer to the question,
"When I have my laptop
on my lap, what do I do
with the papers I'm working on ?" They suggest
putting them in the document holder or on the
slide -out mouse tray of
their portable worktable.
The surface work area of
the company's Table Totem

expands to a width of 18
inches and a height of 36
inches while supporting up
to 18 pounds of computer
or projector. The situations
that come to mind for
using the portable workspace include airports,
hotel or building lobbies,
or outdoors. The Table
Tote weighs only 2.6
pounds and folds to a compact 101/2 x 13 x 11/8 inches. www.pctabletote.com
Panasonic has released its
new combination DVD RAM/R drive called DVDBurner'. With a retail
price under $300 for the
internal ATAPI version,

Table Tote T M portable
worktable

the burner significantly
reduces the price of mass
storage. DVD -RAM is the
professional format for
data storage that allows
adding data to a disc that
already holds information
without having to erase it
to make the space available as with DVD -RW
and CD -RWs. DVD -RAM
is also the format for the
MPEG home video
recorders. Besides reading
and writing to both DVD RAM (rewritable) and
DVD -R (write -once)
discs, the drive provides
all of the functionality of
the DVD Forum specifications for the DVD -RAM
and DVD -R General,
including maximum compatibility with DVD video
players, recorders, and
DVD -ROM drives. The
DVDBurner can play back
DVD video, DVD -ROM,
DVD -R discs, and 24x
conventional CDs. The
advantage for data storage
over regular CDs is sevenfold. DVD -R discs hold
4.7GB, and DVD -RAM
are 2.6GB /5.2GB to
4.7GB /9.4GB. Bundled
with the drive are Motion
DV Studio LE Capturing

Panasonic DVDBurnerTM

®

4 0 0 A0 0

�

C

FirstEdge
MY06 Firs t Edge TM

and Editing software,
DVD Movie Album video
recording software,
DVDit! LE Authoring
software, WinDVD Video
Playback Software, and
FileSafe backup software —just about everything you need for film to
files. www.panasonic.com/
industrial/computer/
storage/dvdram/index.html
MYOB US, Inc. has added
MYOB FirstEdge'''"' for the
Mac OS X to its family of
Mac and Windows business management software. Designed for very
small businesses, FirstEdge
offers integrated business
management features like
banking, sales, and
expense tracking along
with at-a- glance business
analysis and more than 60
customizable reports organized into convenient tabs.
You can view and create
all financial transactions
from a single window in
Bank Manager and e-mail
invoices in PDF format to
your customers for faster
payment. There are 83
starter charts of accounts,
or you can build your own
with four levels of account
detail. You can view and

access all sales status and
transactions from the
Sales Register, create
quotes and invoices, print
a Customer Activity Statement for a date range, and
look up an invoice by
number or customer P.O.
number. Create contact
cards to track customers,
vendors, and employees.
The Transaction Journal is
available from each command center and is organized in tabs by category.
FirstEdge is designed for
the freelancer, legal and
accounting professional,
business consultant, organization or youth club
manager, or any other very
small business looking for
sound financial management in a simple, easy -touse product. The other
members of the MYOB
product line offer more
sophisticated management
and cross - platform flexibility between Mac and
Windows so that work
done at the office or at
home on a Mac can be
loaded as files on the Windows version of MYOB's
Accounting Edge and
Accounting Plus, and vice
versa. Details of the more
advanced features in
Accounting Edge and Plus
can be reviewed at the
MYOB website. You can
also run a brief demo of
the First Edge software
there.
w w w . = b.com /us

Modular
Computing I

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■�MODULAR�CONSUMER�PRODUCTS�fit�into�sets�or
suites that are designed to integrate without any interruption of design or function. In f urniture, the wall unit
butts shoulder -to- shoulder with the bookshelves to look
like they're one continuous piece; in home elec tronic s,
the new CD player plugs into the amplifier and works
like the two were made at the s ame f actory. Now, O QO
Inc. of San Francis co has announced the next generation of computing with its OQO (pronounced oh -Q -oh)
Modular Computer. ( www.000.c om )
To simplify what the device does, perhaps we s hould
do a little alphabetizing. The O QO is not a PDA that
synchronizes�with�a�PC�—it's�a�full-�version�W indows�XPdriven computer. And it's more than a Poc ket PC, which
is really only a quasi -PC running the stunted W indows
CE�—the�modular�PC�runs�full�versions�of�the�applications des igned for the XP O S. OQO calls its device an
ultra - personal PC (UPPC ?) because it covers what PDAs
and pagers do; is a poc ketable PC that actually has the
memory, OS, and computing power of a PC; and can be
connec ted by a doc king s tation on a des k to bec ome a
desktop.�It's�sort�of�a�PDAUPPC�—and�it's�wireless.
Maybe this needs to be spelled out. The OQO FAQ
page describes it this way: "The OQO ultra - personal
computer was designed to be able to perform all the
tas ks that a us er needs to do in the c ours e of the day.
It is s mall enough to c arry with you all the time. It is
mod u l a r e no u g h t o pl u g i nt o a sta nd a r d doc k i ng c on fi guration with a la rge - screen CRT or LCD monitor,
10/100 LAN, and keyboard." In other words , it's a real
poc ket PC that can run real apps and play movies, has
wireless connectivity, and can be taken to the office
and plugged into a monitor and keyboard for desktop
work.
The specs on the OQO PC are impressive. The process ing chip is the Crusoe T M 5800, which is c apable
of speeds up to 1GHz. The hard drive is a 10GB Toshiba 1.8 -inch HDD, and the device has 256MB of memory. The four -inch screen is a high - resolution, super -

bright VGA color LCD with a near -print quality 200 dpi
resolution. The screen is actually a Synaptics touch screen. The advanced lithium polymer battery c an hold
continued on next page
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with the 10GB of applica-

a s tandby c harge for more than a

tions /files. If you pref er the

week, and in use it provides power for

feel of a conventional lap-

eight hours of office and e -mail appli-

top, there's a mobile enclo-

cations, will play MPEG movies for

sure that provides you with

two hours, or will play MP3 music

a high - performance note-

files for seven hours. The extraordi-

book after you plug in the

nary battery life is due to its low con -

OQO. Back home, just plug

sumption—an average of .25 -1 watt

the module into a doc king s tation, as

compared to five watts on an ordinary

you perhaps do now with that muc h

notebook. The Transmeta Crusoe chip

bulkier laptop, and you won't los e

can take much of the credit for the

anything in perf ormance.

decreased power demands. There is

The OQO can connect to almost
anything digital.

Does M odular Have a Future?
The modular idea c ertainly makes

built -in 802.11 and Bluetooth wire-

What Took So Long?

sens e. And one other dimension that

less networking, and a quick c heck of

The announcement of the O QO in the

makes this s mall devic e a really big

middle of April invited a number of

idea is its wireless capac ity. J ory

inquiries and an obvious question.

Bell, CEO of OQO, summed up his

Manuf ac turers have been making

company's approac h in his com-

computers and PDAs for years now.

ments to ABCnews .c om: "Until now,
wireles s has been one of the many
features of mobile computers, where-

down to the s ize of a 3" x 5" c ard?

as OQ O's entire design concept was

W ell, it actually wasn't a problem

driven by the need and reality of wire-

with the circ uit board. It was getting

les s computing as a way of life."

a proces sing chip that's small

W ireless is not an extra limb —it's

enough, requires little power, and

the s oul of the OQ O sys tem.

r

t.

W hy did it take until 2002 to miniaturize the c omputer motherboard

gives off very little heat f or s omething like the module to work. Trans -

modular model, but we have only got-

meta has produc ed a c hip that's a

ten halfway with the synchronization

combination of circuitry plus sof tware

of handhelds (Palms and Poc ket

ins truction that's very efficient and

PCs) to desktop PCs. And the cell -

does n't require a powerf ul f an sitting

phone with Internet sc reen is either

the edges of the OQO reveal connec-

on top of it to keep it f rom inc inerat-

too big as a p hone or too s m all as

tions for 1394 FireW ire, USB, an

ing. T he chip type is already in use in

readable PDA. The OQO Module

The OQO module due out in the
second half of 2002.

audio out f or speakers or head-

many laptops and s oon will be a part

could replace thes e, but will it c atc h

phones, and a mic rophone jack. The

of the modules . O ne other problem

on as the c entral devic e around

overall size is les s than three inc hes

held up the delivery of a full -power

which the other c omputing devices

by five inches, and the module is less

handheld, and that was the size of

arrange thems elves ?

than one -inch thick despite the densi-

the hard drive. Tos hiba has solved

ty of its computing capacity. It weighs

the problem with a very c ompac t

tion Group s ays the Module " will live

les s than nine ounces.

10GB drive.

or die based on how well the players

The OQ O is designed to be the
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There have been attempts at a

The wait now has been shortened

Rob Enderle of the Giga Inf orma-

(mainly Transmeta, IBM, and

central c omputer module. Slip it into

to a few months, with O QO promis ing

Microsof t) have learned the les s ons

your poc ket or brief case and you c an

its Module Computer later this year.

of t he pas t.. . and i f t hey c an m ar-

use it anywhere. If you never liked

IBM als o has been working on the

ket the benef its of this new c lass to

graffiti or a tap - screen, bring along a

same kind of computer, but its pro-

us ers who have been heavily jaded

portable keyboard. T he wireless con-

jected releas e is n't for another year

by a long string of over -hyped prod-

nection gives you the Internet along

or two.

uc ts and miss ed promis es." ■
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Stock - Option Accounting Battle Resumes
After Seven -Year Detente
> WARREN BUFFETT'S

nology start -ups that use

ductibility from corpo-

ny p a i d ma n y ma n a ge r s

rationale for expensing
the cost of stock options

stock options heavily to

rate taxable income of

largely through stock op-

comp e ns at e e mp l oyee s

compensation from exer-

tions, which helped earn-

has b ee n ap pe ar in g in

and would rather not

cised stock options but

ings by having no report-

the business press lately

dedu ct t hose cost s fr om

not the requirement to

ed cost. E nr on t hen re-

with increasing frequen-

al r e a d y me a ge r e a r n -

expense the cost of any

ceived tax deductions

cy. "If options aren't a

ings, the issue shifted

option from reported

when its employees exer-

form of compensation,

from the Financial Ac-

i - , - -

what are they ?" Buffett

counting Standards

asks. "If compensation

Board to Congress.

i

_.° A their options,
elping the compa n y a voi d

isn't an expense, what

For all intent and

is it? And, if expenses

purposes, it was

come t ax

shouldn't go into the

defea ted.

four of the

calculation of earnings,

Today, follow-

where in the world

ing the dot -com

should they go ?"

blowup, the tech

Actually, Buffett did

paying in-

last five
years.
Some p eople

me lt down , an d

y that unexer-

not say this. He wrote it

Enron, the subject —

in one of his famously in-

along with Buffett's com-

structive letters to share-

mentary—is gaining

the t ax deduct ions t ha t

cised options aren't a
T he b il ls wo u l d l im it

cost because they're
cashless. But, of course,

holders of his holding

new cur re ncy. And

companies can take to

other noncash items

company, Berkshire

again it has entered the

the amount of money

such as depreciation

Hathaway. But this was

political arena.

in his 1992 letter (www.

In February 2002, a

they estimate options cost

and amortization are de-

on their income state-

ducted from income.

ber ksh ire hat haway.

bipartisan group of sena-

ment and not--as is the

Moreover, the FASB has

com /letters /letters. html).

tors introduced a bill,

current practice--only in

long argued that option

"Ending the Double Stan-

pro forma estimates of in-

grants must be a ccount-

previous ba ttle began

dard for Stock Options

come minus stock option

ed for as a cost because

over revising accounting

Act," Likewise, members

costs in the annual re-

they're used to acquire a

0

port's notes section.

s e r v i ce cm e m p l o ye e 's
labor —whose value

a
z
0
a
N

J

That was when the

rules for the cost of stock

of the House in March

options. Because of in-

2002 introduced an

tense opposition, primari-

identical bill. The "dou-

put the issue in the spot-

must be accounted for.

ly from cash -poor tech-

ble standard" is de-

light because the compa-

Another way to look at it

Enron's demise helped
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is that when companies

should and thereby dis-

dissuaded by lower re-

well as the bust. For him,

issue a new share of

torting the efficacy of

ported earnings as a re-

the issue isn't just one of

stock, they receive all of

capital allocation in the

sult of expensing, it

accounting but of finan-

the sale price except for

public markets, Green-

means only that they

cial stability.

underwriting expenses,

span argues. The Fed-

were less informed than

Nonetheless, any

but, with an option, they

eral Reserve staff esti-

they should have been.

ch an ge i n t he a ccou nt -

forfeit much of the value

mat es th at une xp ens ed

Capital employed on the

ing for options faces an

of the share to its owner.

option grants in lieu of

basis of misinformation is

uphill battle. The coun-

cas h compe nsa ti on

likely to be capital mis-

try's largest industry

Federal Reserve Chairman Ala n Gr ee ns pa n,

a d d e d a b ou t t wo a n d a

used." In other words, the

gr oup s h a ve for med a

speaking for himself and

half percentage points to

companies didn't deserve

coalition to promote op-

not the Fed, has been a

reported an nual growth

the money. Greenspan

tions compensa tion and

vocal advocat e lately for

in earnings of S &P 500

clearly thinks the prolifer-

defeat any new restric-

expensing stock option

corporations between

ation of options coupled

tions or changes to ac-

costs because it would

1995 and 2000.

lead to better earnings

To critics who lament

quality. Not expensing

expensing option costs

with the current account-

counting rules. They ar-

ing treatment of them in

gue tha t th e p roposed

the 1990s also may have

legislation would hurt

option costs inflates

because it would lower

had real effects — fooling

rank - and -file workers

earnings, which drives

earnings and stock prices

investors into paying ex-

while increasing corpo-

stock prices artificially

and make raising capital

cessive prices for technol-

rate taxes.

higher, making investors

more difficult, Greenspan

ogy stocks and thus con-

pa y mor e th a n t h e y

replies: "If investors are

tributing to the boom as

Even President Bush
has we ighed in on t he
issue. During an interview with The Wall

0 HU, i n r , , .

M

Street Journal in early
April, Bush said the appropriate way to figure

The CBM Grandfather Clause will expire on September 1, 2002 or upon acceptance of
approximately 3,000 Grandfathered CBMs, whichever comes first.

the cost of stock options
is simply to add exercised options to the

Expand your knowledge base and earn a comprehensive and ongoing general business education through the
Certificate in Business Management (CBM), the global business credential sponsored by the Association of
Professionals in Business Management (APBM).

sta nd in g wh en cal cu la t-

Recognized worldwide for its curriculum, the CBM is the leading business generalist certification available for
business professionals and specialists. Qualified accounting professionals are invited to earn the CBM designation
either by passing an examination or qualifying through the Grandfather Clause.

sha re ea rn ings.

Wh y become a business generalist?
A business professional who is an accounting specialist and a generalist across a range of business disciplines is
extremely valuable to an organization in today's business world. The generalist can communicate comfortably and
negotiate competently with a team and within a global network, as well as utilize general skills to work across
company divisions and departments.The cross - functional knowledge obtained from the CBM program gives
certificate holders the tools to become effective team players and business managers.
Certified Business Managers include professionals from all levels, including senior management of public and
private corporations; senior managers and partners of the Big 5 as well as local and regional accounting firms;
business professors; and business managers and staff accountants /auditors from a variety of industries, including
the public sector, from more than 30 countries.
If you already have a bachelor's degree and a professional certificate in a business specialty, including the CMA or
CFM, you may acquire the CBM for a limited time through the Grandfather Clause.
To see if you qualify and for details on how to apply, please visit our web site at www.cbmexam.com or call us at
(323) 936 -6757.
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number of shares outing a company's per " I think once options
are in th e mon ey, th ey
ough t t o b e calcula ted
in the dilution, that they
ought to be dilutive in
their earnings - per -share
calculations," Bush pro ferred. This is essentially
what the current rules
require, and, of course, it
only accounts for the increase in shares outstanding, not the cost to
th e comp a ny of th e
stock options. ■

CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS
Please complete other side of this IMA Membership application and check the programs you wish to enter:
CMA

CFM

You can register for the CMA and/or CFM exams using one of the following methods:
• Filling out an online examination registration form at www.imanet.org and paying by credit card.
• Calling 800 - 638 -4427. Please have your credit card available.
• Mailing an examination registration form with credit card information or a check payable in U.S. funds.
ADDI T I ONAL E DUC AT IONAL INF OR MA T I ON

Check the appropriate box(es) and make arrangements for supporting documents to be
forwarded to the ICMA.
❑ ❑College❑Graduate — Submit official transcript showing university degree conferred and official
university seal or arrange for university to send proof of degree directly to the ICMA. If you have
more than one degree, submit only one transcript. Candidates with foreign degrees must have their
degree evaluated by an independent evaluation agency.
Name on transcript (if different from front of application)

❑ ❑GMAT❑or❑GRE❑Scores❑—❑Provide❑copy❑of❑scores❑to❑ICMA.
U.S. CPA Exam — Arrange to have proof of U.S. CPA examination completion sent directly from your
State Board of Accountancy to the ICMA.
U.S. CPA Waiver for Part 2 — Arrange to have proof of U.S. CPA examination completion sent
directly from your State Board of Accountancy to the ICMA. Enclose the waiver fee ($95.00) with
this application.
❑ ❑Applying❑as❑a❑Student — Upon graduation, be sure to arrange for an official copy of your transcript to
be sent to the ICMA.
Applying as Faculty — In addition to confirming your educational qualification, please provide a letter
on school stationery affirming full -time teaching status.
❑ ❑Later — You can sit for the exam without submitting your educational credentials, but you will not be
certified until your credentials are verified.
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ManmQamant Arratintin0 niiartarig

Subscription rates per year
Members: $45 (Included in dues, nondeductible)
Student Members: $24 (Included in dues, nondeductible)
Von- Member: $145
Vonprofit Library: $73

Subscription rates per year
Members: $10 (Included in dues, nondeductible)
Non - Member: $60

he revolution is upon us. In
fact, if you weren't watching, it
already passed you by. The role and
responsibilities of corporate financial
professionals has moved from
recorders of history to forecasters
and strategists of economic futures.
The Institute of Management
Accountants recognized, long ago,
that there are two worlds in the
financial profession. That outside the
public accounting arena lies a vista of
opportunity. That without some standard of practice and delivery method
by which dedicated professionals can
attain true job -based functionality,
they will not achieve either career or
financial satisfaction. For nearly 80
yea rs th e IMA ha s provid ed in di vid uals wit h th e t ools to move from the

back office into the boardroom.

Are you ready to
accept this challenge?
If you are... fill out and return the
IMA membership application.
It's your ticket to a new level
of professionalism
_J • • ❑f
and success.

• IMA

Fold closed along this line, tape and mail
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Membership
NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

Application
Enclosed

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST -CLASS MAIL

PERMIT NO. 50

MONTVALE, NJ

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS
Attn: Finance Dept.
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645 -9908

Date of Birth:
(Month/Day/Year)

Last Name/Family Name /Surname

First Name

Send IMA mail to:
Home
Business
❑

❑

Social Security
Number:

SF02

REINSTATEMENT

/

❑

❑

Male
Female

❑

❑

0 Mr. 0 Ms.
Mrs.
Dr.

0

/

INITIAL APPLICATION

BAT CH NUMBER:

Middle Initial

Suffix

Home Mailing Address (include apartment number, floor, and/or mail stop)

City

State/Province /Country

Home Telephone Number

❑

Telephone Preference:
Home 0 Business
(Include Area/Country/City Codes)

Zip Code/Postal Code

E -mail Address:

Business Telephone Number with Extension

Fax Number (include Area/Country/City Codes)

•

•

COMPANY
Company Name

What is your company's primary type of business?

Business Mailing Address (Include room, floor, suite and/or mail stop)

City

Job Title

State/Province/Country

Zip Code/Postal Code

•

EDUCATION

Degree

Major

Date Received/Expected

Professional
Designations
Earned
CPA
CFA
CIA
Other:

0 Check here to receive
information about CMA
and CFM programs.

❑

College or University

❑

Check here if you are applying
for the CMA or CFM program,
complete other side of application
and pay the $50 credentialing fee.

❑

❑

Undergraduate
Graduate

Select a Chapter /Student Chapter of your choice by visiting our website www.imanet.org or call 800- 638 -4427.
Chapter
0 Member -At -Large (Check here
Number
if no chapter affiliation desired)

Check here if you have ever been convicted of a felony. Please enclosed a letter with a brief explanation of circumstances.

or Canada)
0 P Year After Graduation
❑

0 ASSOCIATE: (You must apply within 2 years of completing full -time studies and reside in the US or Canada)

2' Year After Graduation

$

0 STUDENT: (You must have 6 or more hours per semester and reside in the US or Canada) Expected Graduation Date (Year)

29.00

$

REGISTRATION FEE: Applies to Regular, Academic and International Members, ONLY. Students and Associates are exempt.

$
$
$

1500

American Express

Discover

Credit Card Number:

I affirm that the statements on this application are correct and agree to abide by the Standards of Ethical Conduct
Date:

ID Number from Mailing Label
_

Signature of Applicant:

Expiration Date (MM/YY):

/

MasterCard

❑

Charge my credit card: 0 VISA

❑

Check enclosed (Make check payable in U.S. dollars to Institute of Management Accountants, Inc.)
❑

❑

❑

TOTAL •

$

95.00
50.00

$

$

75.00

$159.00
$199.00

$

7 U.S. CPA Waiver Fee
Credentialing Fee (required of CMA /CFM program(s) applicants only, U.S. college students are exempt)

x

$

Strategic Finance Magazine Self -Study Quizzes (36 CPE/yr.)
0 1MA/FMN Online Financial Update (Unlimited CPE/yr.)

❑

CERTIFICATION:
(Optional)

❑

CPE Offerings: (IMA Membership Required)
(Optional)

$

❑

❑

❑

—

MEMBER INTEREST GROUPS: (IMA Membership Required) I Year MIGs Membership $75.00 each
Controllers Council
(Optional)
Cost Management Group
Small- Business Council
Number of MIGs

73.00
48.00
97.00

$

$145.00

$

I Year

$

INTERNATIONAL MEMBER -AT -LARGE

$

must be a full-time faculty member and reside in the U S

$

(You

$

REGULAR MEMBERSHIP: (You must reside in the U.S. or Canada)
ACADEMIC:

DOLLARS
—

APPROPRIATE.

$

❑
❑

•

$

•

PAY ME NT

❑

❑

Chapter Affiliation
Chapter
Name

—

CHAPTER AFFILIATION

•
i!!i

PLEASE READ BOTH SIDES

IMA

NOTE: PAYMENT IN FULL MUST ACCOMPANY APPLICATIONS -FEES SUBJECTTO CHANGE

10 Paragon Drive • Montvale, New Jersey 07645 -1760 • imanet.org

9

201 -573 -9000 • 800- 638 -4427

stra

0

FINS
•

3 CPE Credits

IMA is registered with the National
Association of State Boards of
Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor

How to Participate
1. Complete the quiz order form below.

P

of continuing professional educas Po N s o R s
tion on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding
registered sponsors may be addressed to the National
Registry of CPE Sponsors, 150 Fourth Avenue North,
Nashville, TN, 37219 -2417. Telephone: (615) 880 -4200.
Web site: www.nasba.org, The North Carolina State
Board of CPA Examiners does not accept CPE credit
for reading Strategic Finance and taking a self -study
quiz. IMA Sponsor Numbers: Illinois 158 - 000574,
NASBA 103004, New York 000349, Texas 00028.
Qualified sponsors of CPE for individuals enrolled to
practice before the IRS (enrolled agents.)

2. Circle your answer for each quiz question on the next page.
All questions asked in this quiz comply with NASBA.
3. Sign the statement that attests that you have read the articles in
Strategic Finance and have personally answered them.
4. Cut out this entire page (order form and quiz) or copy both
pages and mail or fax to IMA with complete payment information.
5. You must be an active IMA member to participate in the Strategic
Finance quiz program.
6. If you successfully answer 70% or more of the questions,
you will earn 3 CPE credits (partial CPE credit will not be given).
You will receive a letter from IMA indicating the CPE credits
earned. Retain this letter for your records.

Strategic Finance Quiz Order Form
IMA Member No.
Last Name

First Name
Address
City, State, Zip

E -Mail

Telephone
Current Strategic Finance Quiz Participant:

Yes

No

New Strategic Finance Quiz Participant (Check the following):
Monthly — $19.00
Annual Subscription — $159.00

Total: $

Payment Method: Payments must be in U.S. dollars
Check — Make payable to: Institute of Management Accountants, Inc.
Charge my credit card:
Credit Card Number:

AMEX

Discover

Mastercard

Visa
Expiration Date (MM/YY):

r

Signature of Cardholder
11 V1 I1
IMA

IMA • Strategic Finance Quiz • 10 Paragon Drive • Montvale, NJ 07645
www.imanet.org • (800) 638 -4427 • (201) 573 -9000 • Fax (201) 474 -1632

June 2 0 0 2
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Please circle your answers
Career - Building Strategies (p. 38)
1. The fallout from the first recession of the new millennium
2.

3.
4.

S.

has landed almost entirely on professionals. True or False.
Which of the following attributes will help identify a new
employee's potential to the organization?
a. Aptitude.
b. Initiative.
d. All of the above.
Relational.
c.
The fourth asset that is essential for achieving success in the career
pyramid is the constant pursuit of happiness. True or False.
An effective personal development plan requires:
a. Openness to feedback.
b. Maturity to change behavior.
c. Willingness to practice new techniques.
d. All of the above.
Professional coaching combines which of the following?
a . Personality-type testing and feedback surveys.
b. Style preference and physical training.
c. Personal value measurements and root -cause analysis.
d. Personal behaviors and experiential design.
Minimizing Waste with RAD (p. 50)

6. All too often, systems development objectives are defined in

terms of technical considerations because:
Systems require security measures that users don't
understand.
b. Systems design teams don't get user input until too late.
c. Systems programmers are constrained by the computer
languages they use.
d. Systems design teams show little concern for the user.
The most common pre -RAD systems design methodology is
called:
a. The waterfall method.
b. The snowfall method.
c. Systems Design and Implementation (SDI).
d. Systems Architecture and Development (SAD).
The tools most often associated with RAD are visual and /or
object- oriented. True or False.
RAD is essentially a four -step process that hinges on the ability to scale a prototype of an application and disprove the
functionality of any other prototype. True or False.
Joint applications design sessions serve what functions?
a . They ensure that developers /end -users share the same
vision for the finished product.
b. They ensure that business needs are the primary drivers
of systems design.
c. They ensure that business needs will be met.
d. They add the required functionality to the prototype.
a.

7.

S.
9.

10.

The Changing Role of the CFO (p. 54)

11. Central to a common platform for building and reshaping
business is

b. Supply chain globalization.
Human resources.
c. Information technology. d. Carefully considered M&As.
The biggest challenges to CFOs include
a. Financial reporting expertise.
b. Finding qualified accounting staff.
c. Implementing new processes and supporting technology.
d. Combining Theory of Constraints and Balanced
Scorecards.
Incentive -based compensation is indicative of
a . The reduced role of the accounting function.
b. Cost - saving incentives.
c. Increased emphasis on sales.
d. Increased pressure for high- impact business results.
The foremost critical skill gap in the finance area is
a. Human resource skills.
b. Cross - functional skills.
d. Management skills.
c. Communication skills.
Behavioral change required by successful "intrapreneurship"
includes
a . Ability to seize strategic opportunities.
b. Understanding the business and the industry.
c. Relationship - building skills.
d. All of the above.
a.

12.

13.

U.

15.

Delivering Personal Financial Services Electronically (p. 44)
16. Integrated personal financial services (IPFS) providers fall

into three models:
Local, regional, and international.
b. PC, telephone, and PDA.
c. Unified, allied, and portal.
d. Citigroup, Sovereign, and Ameritrade.
17 An advantage of the unified approach is
a . Single entity captures all revenue cradle -to- grave.
b. Ease in providing best -of -class services and products.
c. Wide range of consumer choices.
d. None of the above.
18. Allied IPFS is characterized by
a . Focus on a broad -based business line.
b. Flexibility and adaptability in selection of partners.
c. Ease in crossing organizational boundaries.
d. Limited choice of secondary business lines.
19. Portal IPFS provides
a . Infrastructure to allow central financial service
a.

management.
Direct transactional services.
c. Standard channel for all customers.
d. All of the above.
20. The greatest challenge for portal providers is
a. Dot -com survivability issues.
b. Customer anxiety over privacy and security.
c. Declining adoption rate.
d. Lack of enabling technical standards.
b.

I have read the articles in Strategic Financeupon which the questions are based and have personally prepared the answers without the
assistance of any other person.
Signature
Date
Print name
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Member Number

Career Skills— Cont'd from p. 57

with suddenly uncompetitive supply chain assets. This
situation required hard decisions about wholesale
restructuring and business realignment. Unfortunately,
the CFO buried himself with reports about cost structure
and plant profitability and only lasted about a year in the
new company.
At another company, deregulation meant that three
vice presidents of finance for various geographic regions
were put in charge of business units structured around
product markets. Two of the three went on to become

Financial professionals
can energize their careers
by pursuing leadership
opportunities on
the revenue side of the

business.
CEOs of business units, while one stayed in finance.
The difference was individual willingness and ability to
address business unit issues. The ones who went on to
head business units immersed themselves in business
strategy: One correctly figured out that it was time to
milk the cash cow, while the other foresaw the declining
importance of physical assets and used outsourcing to
conserve capital for more strategic investments.

NEWSKILLSFORANEWROLE
These cases illustrate how CFOs are being called on to act
more like CEOs. Regardless of individual successes and
failures, there are many lessons to be learned from their
experiences. While holistic thinking— namely strong
industry and market awareness —is critical, the most
insightful perspectives are meaningless without the ability
to apply them through concrete decisions that target specific business objectives.
Industry knowledge is probably the most powerful
asset in developing good strategy. The story of the CFO
of the chemical business illustrates that it's one thing to
know your own company but another thing to know your
industry —your competitors, suppliers, and channels.
Industry structure affects company performance more
than most financial managers realize, and the most strate-

gic thinkers discover ways for their company to be meaningfully different from the competition.
CFOs also need to think critically about the future. The
language of accounting and finance measures the past, but
value creation is a function of the future. History may
help identify models for decision making, but it's no substitute for anticipating how suppliers, distributors, or customers may act within new relationships. For example,
outsourcing relationships have helped automakers reduce
their asset base in a highly cyclical industry without sacrificing capacity, but what comes next in the supply chain?
What is being attempted with Covisint? Will this Internet based approach to procurement, supply -chain management, and collaborative product development work?
On a personal level, financial professionals can energize their careers by pursuing leadership opportunities on
the revenue side of the business, especially where a particular business is at risk or has severe performance problems. Any CFO who turns around a troubled business
unit is well positioned for the CEO job. Aspiring finance
executives who don't have this type of opportunity
should seek intrapreneurial opportunities by looking for
ways to integrate disconnected parts of the company. The
key skill in this endeavor is being able to build relationships and knowledge outside the finance function.
Finally, a CFO needs to become a good builder of
cross - functional, results- oriented work teams. These
teams will be composed of trusted former colleagues, new
hires, consultants, staff, and outsourcing teams. Managing
this human capital requires new ways of thinking about
roles and responsibilities, compensation, performance
measurement, and staffing.
The opportunities for smart, savvy individuals to further redefine the role of finance in the future are great.
Tomorrow's CFOs will have extensive cross - functional
experience, which includes having managed P &L responsibility and launched a new product or service. Their
r6sum6 will detail specific results achieved that impacted
revenues or profitability in a variety of situations. They
will have built and led teams that enacted business
change. Most of all, successful CFOs will be go -to people
and decision makers, and they'll make a difference in
their company. ■
Margaret Johnsson is president ofThe Johnsson Group, Inc.,
a fast - growing finance and accounting consulting firm that
implements financial strategies for Fortune 500 companies.
The firm has offices in Chicago, New York, and Paris. You
can reach her at (800) 883 -1691.
June 2002
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Division Controller
National manufacturer of cabling products is seeking a hands -on
finance manager to function as the Division Controller. Position
will oversee the Divisional accounting while reporting dually to
the General Manager and Corporate Controller; duties will consist of financial reporting, budgeting and forecasting, cost analysis and supervision of staff. 10+ years of experience in a manufacturing entity at the level of Plant or Division Controller is
required; metals or cabling industry experience, CPA, MBA preferred. HFA System knowledge ideal. Competitive compensation
package including bonus includes salary to $85K.

Senior Commercial Lines Underwriteg
Multi -line insurance company is seeking a Senior Commercial
Lines Underwriter to assist with the continued growth of the
company. Position's duties include reviewing and approving all
declination and pricing of transactions for the property and casualty lines of coverage, managing the pricing and underwriting of
business, and assisting in policies and procedures related to the
company's underwriting business. Requires 5+ years of previous
underwriting experience in property and casualty insurance.
Ability to evaluate risk, price coverage reflecting exposure, and
apply insurance laws and regulations, plus excellent communication skills are essential to be successful. Excellent compensation
package with salary to $55K.

vm/Trt;,,o,,k.

i4; once

Non - profit /manufacturing company is looking for a
VP /Director of Finance. Position of financial leadership entails
responsibility for the development of standard accounting,
analysis and reporting procedures and for exercise of overall
financial control in the oversight of the entire accounting and
IT functions of a company that manufactures everything from
pe nci l s t o l arge she e t me t al co mpone nt s. D ut i e s i ncl ude supe r-

vision of an annual audit, presentation of the financials to the
board, formulation and recommendation of policies relating to
banking, extension of credit, disbursement of funds, guidelines
to reduce and control costs, and policies and procedures to
improve the company's financial position. Bachelor's degree in
Accounting, Finance or Business Administration (MBA, CPA,
CMA a plus), 10+ years of experience in Accounting /Finance
setting, including 5+ years in management or a progressively
responsible position, required. Systems experience with JD
Edwards /Genesis, Excel /Access preferred, but not required.
Ideal candidate will have will have a passion for people and
numbers, the ability to communicate successfully with Board
of Trustees on various financial issues and work in a team setting, knowledge of cost accounting, good written and verbal
communication skills and demonstrated experience in cost
reduction and cost control, plus proven management and leadership skills to develop staff and maintain relationships. Salary
$70 - $85K.

Cost Manag

Manufacturer of automotive parts is seeking a strong Costing
Manager. Position will focus on all areas of inventory, including
variance analysis, physical inventory oversight and standards
reviews. In addition, the position will have some accounting
responsibility and be heavily involved in working with the new
JD Edwards system. 5+ years of cost accounting experience in a
manufacturing environment is required. Experience with
accounting systems, general ledgers, financial statement informa•
tion and JD Edwards accounting system is preferred, along with
CMA. The company offers excellent benefits with a competitive
salary to $64K.

Regional Controller

Real estate company seeks qualified individual for the newly
created position of Regional Controller. Versatile and high -pro•
file position will be responsible for the production of periodic
financial and management reports and will coordinate and pre-

pare annual operating budgets, forecasts and variances. Must bt

able to access, analyze, report and communicate financial infor•
mation to division, regional and corporate management.
Position is also responsible for the management and compliano
reporting of accounting procedures, processes and controls.
Ideal candidate will have CPA and CMA certification and 6+
years' experience. Unmatched compensation package with
salary to $90K.

Controller

Healthcare company seeks a professional to take charge of their
accounting operations in Controller role. Responsibilities includt
the management of the accounting, billing and collections functions of the company in order to properly report financial results
to parent company, ensure accurate revenue recognition, timely
billing and collections for all products sold, safeguard corporate
assets for maximum utilization, ensure all cash receipts are properly accounted for and bad debt provisions are appropriately
maintained, and oversee budgeting and financial analysis that
adds value to the management decision process. MBA/CPA
required. This position provides opportunity for advancement,
outstanding benefits and salary to $125K.

Manufacturing company needs a hands -on Controller with
5+ years' experience to head their accounting department.
Responsibilities include monthly, quarterly and annual financial
reporting and the management of all accounting operations.
Position also involves a strong supervisory role overseeing the
Payroll, Human Resources and IT departments. Ideal candidate
will be a strategic thinker with CPA/CMA certification and top
communication and supervisory skills. Excellent benefits are
offered with salary to $75K.

Controller

4nancial Analyst
Major employer is seeking a Financial Analyst for their expanding department. Responsibilities include operational and cost
analysis, project accounting and budgeting, design and development of management and financial reports, and assisting in the
coordination of the month -end close for the division. The ideal
candidate will have 7+ years' experience. Excellent benefits package includes base salary to $62K.

;ut Analyst
Growing automotive supplier is looking for a strong Cost
Analyst. Position will deal with customers, work on indirect cost
allocation, ABC costing, understand price quoting and cost components. 3+ years of previous Cost Accounting experience in a
manufacturing industry is required, with automotive industry
experience a plus. Must have excellent communication skills, as
position will work extensively with clientele. Competitive compensation package; salary to $50K.

"inancial Reporting Manager
Premier company seeks a Financial Reporting Manager for key
financial accounting position. Responsibilities include internal
reporting, systems liaison, general accounting and some financial
analysis. This is an excellent opportunity for a motivated team
player with leadership qualities and a public and industry
accounting background. Salary to $75K.

&& esident of Emance
Growing company seeks Vice President of Finance to prepare
budgets and monitor budget compliance for all operations,
ensure that major variances or possible variances are reported in a
timely manner to senior management, and design and prepare
key results and other reports that provide senior management
with key information needed to make decisions. Candidate will
also conduct individual and business affairs in highest ethical and
legal fashion. Must be able to establish and contribute to supportive, creative, enthusiastic and cooperative working environment for all. Minimum 10 years' experience in an executive
accounting position required. BA/BS in accounting or finance
required; CPA preferred. A background in real estate is also help ful. Salary to $100K.

1ccounting Manager
Marketing company seeks an Accounting Manager with strong
accounting skills and experience to manage their finance department. Position will be responsible for monthly close, financial
statements, and supervision of accounts payable, general ledger
and payroll. Requirements include a Bachelor's degree in
accounting or finance, 5+ years' progressive accounting experience, with 2+ years using supervisory skills and 2+ years in private industry. Audit experience, strong system experience (Excel,
Access, etc.) and Great Plains are also pluses. Salary to $75K.

Well- established manufacturing company is seeking a Controller
to add to their team. Controller will be responsible for all
accounting functions, contract review, risk management and
401(k) administration. Ideal candidate must be a CPA or MBA
(CPA preferred) and have recent experience implementing
Oracle l Ii. Salary to $85K.

Controller
Large, privately owned company, in business locally for over 60
years, is seeking a Controller. This highly profitable manufacturing company is looking for a bright, highly motivated self - starter
to join their organization. Position will supervise both the
accounting and the information technology departments. The
candidate must be a CPA with public accounting audit experience and have a strong manufacturing and cost accounting
background. Good management and excellent communication,
analysis and Excel skills are required. Company needs a flexible
individual with good people skills who can work independently
but can function well in a team environment. Company offers
excellent medical and dental benefits package, 401(k) with
matching and cash bonus and salary to $90K.

Controller
Manufacturing company is currently seeking a Controller.
Position requires a four -year degree in accounting or finance,
with MBA, CMA or CPA desirable, and strong inventory control background and hands -on experience with standard costing.
5+ years' experience in a garment manufacturing environment.
and strong analytical, organizational, people and communication
skills are essential as well as an ability to handle a fast -paced environment. Ideal candidate will also have a supervisory background
with a high level of financial leadership and a good working
knowledge of GAAP. Salary to $110K.

Assistant Controller
Large, privately owned company specializing in real estate, property management, commercial development and apartment development is looking for an Assistant Controller. Position will report to
the corporate controller and will have responsibilities in the areas
of project analysis and project reporting. Individual will work
closely in the corporate office with the various project managers
and will have limited travel to other business sites. Company
requires candidates who are CPAs with public accounting audit
experience, excellent communication skills and exceptional Excel
and analysis skills. Experience with a software program similar to
Hyperion is also a big plus. Ideal candidate will be a flexible individual with good people skills who can work independently and
function well in a team environment. Company offers excellent
medical and dental benefit package, flexible spending account,
401(k) with matching, and salary to $100K.

Call now for a FREE copy of the RobertHalf2002 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at www.roberthalf.com.
A Robert Half International Company
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CM A /CFM REVIEW

MICROMASH CMA /CFM REVIEW

GLEIM /FLESHER CMA /CFM
REVIEW. The most effective way to
PASS the CMA /CFM exams. Over
5,000 questions. Software emulates
Prometric computerized format.
Per part: books $26.95, software
$44.95, audios (available on CD or
cassette) $69.95. (800) 87- GLEIM.
www.gleim.com

Powerful computer -based CMA/
CFM Review builds study sessions
based on user's individual strengths
and weaknesses. Available by Part.
Software works efficiently in tandem
with included textbooks. Comes
with Pass Guarantee.
(800) 272 -PASS
www.micromash.net

CMA /CFM REVIEW

HELP WANT ED

CMA EXAM FLASHCARD
REVIEW SYSTEM.
Pass Now... in a FLASH!Over 1,000
flashcards. FREE information kit.
Call (800) 435 -3769. FAX (609) 7240679. Visit http: / /wNvNv.tutorialgrouR
com. Mention this ad for $20 OFF
complete set order. CFM /CPA
Flashcards also available. The
Tutorial Group, Inc., 120 Paddock
Drive, Columbus, NJ 08022.

FINANCIALjobs.com — ON THE
INTERNET. NOTABLE JOB
OPPORTUNITIES! http: / /www.
FINANCIALjobs.com. Michael
Muller, Scott Marlow Agency.

= 0

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
Rates: $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum. Advertising copy over 100 words,
please call for correct rate. Abbreviations,
ZIP codes, and phone numbers count as
one word each. All classified advertising
must be prepaid by check or credit card.
Noncom missionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy is 40
days preceding month of publication.
Copy: All advertising must be submitted
in typewritten, double- spaced form. No
telephone orders accepted. Copy may be
e- mailed to Alice Schulman at
aschulman @imanet.ord.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right
to accept or reject advertisements for
Strategic Finance Classified.
Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must

IM A ANNUAL CONFERENCE

It's time to make plans to attend the
2002 Annual Conference, June 22 -26,
2002, in San Diego. Go to www.ima
net.org sandiego2002, take a look at
the program, and sign up early.

accompany each order. Mail to Strategic
Finance, Attn: Alice Schulman,
10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.
Tel. (800) 638 -4427.
Display Rates: Please call for more
information.

NEED A BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL?
Do you have jobs available? Advertise them on the IMA Job Bank.
Your open positions will be viewed by IMA's highly qualified membership at no cost to your organization.
Simply proceed to the IMA website—www.imanet.ore—and click on Career Center and Job Bank.
There's a short profile to fill out, and then you're set to post.
Thank you for giving our members new career opportunities. If you need assistance, you can e-mail
lindat @imanet.ore.
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Advertiser

W eb Address

Page No

Accountemps

www.accountemps.com

11

Association for Financial
Professionals

www.AFPonline.org

13

Association of Professionals in
Business Management, Inc.

www.cbmexam.com

64

Capital One

www.capitalone.com /superjobs

14

Cartesis

www.cartesis.com

7

CCH

www.salestax.com

3

EPS Software

www.epssoftware.com

IMA Annual Conference

www.imanet.org/saridiego2OO2

Lambers

www.lamberscpa.com

18

www.idplate.com

22

16

9

mic ru ma an

www.MicroMash.net

Pendock Mallorn Ltd.

www.pendock.com

23

RIA

www.RiAhome.com

C4

Robert Half Marketplace

www.roberthalf.com

68-69

Visa

www.visa.com

C2
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Strings and Strands
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The Inca Quivu, 1500 A.D.

The Molecular Computer, 2000 A.D.

With no written language, the Incas
used bundles of knotted cords called
quipus to keep their mathematical
records. It was not until 1923 that
L. Leland Locke at the Museum of Natural History in New York cracked the
code of the knots and colored strings.
Locke speculated that the knots on the
strings were in the traditional base -10
positions of units, tens, and hundreds
so that a hanging string (pendant) with
three knots at the top, two in the middle, and five at the bottom represented
the number 325. Large inventories
could be divided into categories by
dying sections different colors. It
appeared quipu makers did political
arithmetic — collecting, processing, and
recording statistical data for the state.
Some 20 years later, John R. Swanton
decided quipus had to be "a more highly developed and much more perfect
medium of expression:' Quipus tantalize modern researchers with colors that
recall the Hindu math system of the 7th
Century, which used blue, yellow, and
red to represent algebraic unknowns the
way we use x, y, and z. And positions of
strings in complicated branchings invite
speculation about decision trees in
modern logic, computing, and topology.
It's likely that not all the strings of the
quipu have been unraveled.

In 1994, Leonard Adleman of USC
created the first molecular computer out
of the twisted strands of DNA. After
reading James Watson's Molecular Biology ofthe Genf Adleman realized the

STRATEGIC FINANCE
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remarkable similarity between the
instructed operations that create DNA
and the math and logic instructions that
drive computers. DNA is the basic information storage molecule in human cells,
able to encode information that lab techniques can chemically manipulate in
simple operations (computations). Adleman used his DNA computer to solve
the classic Traveling Salesman Problem
(the computer has to find the most efficient routes for the traveler to take in
visiting seven cities). He read his computer's answers from the chemical bonding of DNA combined in a test tube.
In 1997, researchers at the University
of Rochester developed logic gates made
of DNA. The interest in the potential of
molecular computers today is due to the
many advantages that DNA strands
have over silicon computers. DNA
requires a billion times less energy, is a
trillion times smaller, does not require
toxic manufacturing, has four switches
(ACDT) instead of two (01), and can
provide highly parallel computing. Like
quipus, these strings also are just beginning to be unraveled. ■
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